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TVA Purchases More
Western Coal Thursday
KNDXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - The
Tennessee Valley Authority is relying
more on western coal to make it
through the remainder of the United
Mine Workers strike without having to
reduce electricity to industries.
The government utility _purchased
another 200,000 tali al Wyoming coil on
Thursday, raising- to 425,000 tons the
amount of western coal TVA has bought
in the past three weeks.
TVA received its first shipment
Thursday of Wyoming coal purchased
under an althost identical -200,000-ton
contract signed three weeks ago with
the Kerr.-McGee Corp. Under each
contracts, the coal is to be delivered at
a rate of 400:100 tons a week over the
next five weeks.
Rex Williams, chief of TVA's purchasing diVisen, said the biggestproblem has been finding the railroad
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clear and cold
_

Clear and cold again tonight
with lows in the mid to upper 20s.
Mostly sunny and turning cooler during the day Saturday with
highs in the 40s.

cars needed to transport the coal.
Williams said TVA needs more than its
committinents for five trains weekly.
TVA's strike-depleted coal stockpiles
remained at slightly more than 1.8
million tons Thursday,roughly a 24-day
supply, at 10 of its 12 power plants in
Kinlucity and -Araliamii. * •
Me..Instake, the,agency's tokard cst.
'directors approved a fivestep
Curtailment plan -to 1*maildtery implemented if and.when the stockpiles
fall to one million tons. The first step is
-a- -mandatory 30 percent power
reduction for industries that officials
say would cause between 100,000 and
150,000'layoffs.
"I think everyone should understand
that it will still require specific board
action to implement a mandatory curtailineht," TVA Director David
Freeman said. "It is not seffexecuting.
We will make a judgment call at the
-time."
There was more optimism Thursday
the curtailments Will note needed now
that TVA is getting close to 300,000 tons
of coal a week from western mines and
non-UMW operations in the East.
.."That the public does in terms of
conservation could be the crucial factor
that makes the difference," Freeman
said."It's not a trite statement to say If
you wear a couple of sweaters this
week, you ought save your jab oozt-"
.TVA has not yet.quantineek the.effect
of Its plea last week for a voluntary 20
percent electricity cutback among all consumers. Bdt power manager Nat
Hughes it is being felt.
_Under the curtailment plan's second
step-to be implemented when the
stocks fall to 750,000 tons-TVA would
ask all customers to cut their use of
electricity by 30 percent.

Industries would, be cutbadr 50
percent at 500,000 tons and would be cut
off entirely except for enough power to
keep their plants safe at 260,000 tons.
The final step would be rotating
blackouts among all consumers.
Manwhile,TVA's directors put off a
basic- elect rate increa-se until
least July and diverted low-sulhar coal
from its Shawneeplant in Kentttek3% to
help meet clean air regulations at the
Gallatin plant near Nashville.

Further Changes
In Postal Hours
Announced Today
Additional changes in-the schedule of
. operation of the Murray Post Mice
have been announced in an effort to
conserve engery.
Beginning today, the following service hours will he in effect at the local
'office:
-Window service will be available
from 8:15 a.m. until 4:15 p.m., Monday
though Friday;
-Saturday window service will be
avialable from 10 a.m„until noon;
lobby will be closed at 5 p.m. an
Saturday and will reopen of 5:30 sin.
on Monday;
- The last dispatch of mail from
Murray will leave at 5 p.m. each day.
Fred Jackson,aficer in charge of the
local - office, apologized for any inconvenience caused by. the changed
hours.
"It is our hope that this effort in the'
conservation- of electricity %will be an
asset to each of us,"'Jackson said.

the fellows down south wouldn't have a
crop at all..
"So we all sat down and reasoned Oat
that 50 percent would come nearer to
working. If these fellows go to planting
down there, more people would be
willing to do this(plant 50 percent) than
nothing at all," Burchard said.
"It won't move very far before
- Congress -does soniething. They're on
the verge now, with all the promises, of
doing something," Burchard said.
Burchard told a group attending the
farm strike meeting Thursday night
that a telephone survey revealed 20030ç)Graves County farmers are willing
to plant 50 percent "if it comes this
way."
Farm Movement leaders have a
meeting set tonight at Mayfield in the
"old" Mayfield High School (Mayfield
Middle School) to further explain the 50
percent cutback plan.
Farmers sympathetic with the

Cgrter Intensifies Pressure
To End 81-Day-Old Coal Strike

Robert C Byrd and Jennings Randolph,
WASHINGTON AP) — President with Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining
4rter intensified pressuie to end the Co.
both Democrats from coal-rich West
Ell-day coal strike today by summoning
Virginia, said they were hopeful that a
Officials were hopeful the whole
the industry's tap executives to the industry might be ready to give in to the
settlement will'be reached today or
Saturday.
White House amid reports that a set- union's "bottom line" contract
__
tlement was near.
demands.
As new strike-related layoffs were
The White House meeting came as
"I think it's in the death rattle stage," announced Thursday, the White House
optmusin was expressed- in the ad-- -said One official:
'
stepped tip the pressure on the BCOA to
ministration and Congress that the
In the Senate, Majority Leader
end-'the walkout,
industry was on the verge of agreeing to
4F
terms sought by the striking miners.
Summoned to the meeting wece
executives of U.S. Steel Corp., Continental Oil, Bethlehem Steel Corp.,
National Steel Co'- and Pittston Coal.
The oil and steel -firms-eq'-their coalmining subsidiaries are major memmovement spent a number of days in
Jeffrey said. School systems are
bers
of the Bituminous Coal Operators
Murray Independent Schaal Board
Washington recently lobbying for their
required.44-taketheir suggested make
industry
Association,
the
main
members•
considered-of
cause,and attending House Agriculture
up days to the state board, then the
bargaining arm.
options for use in connection with
Committee sessions.
state board either grants or turns down
Afterward,
Edgar
Speer,
school
days
missed
chairman
of
making-up
recent
Burchard told the Murray Ledger &the requested days. Jeffrey said the
U.S. Steel, the country's sixth largest due to snow Thursday evening in a
Times Thursday night that he expected
city school system may be able to
company, told reporters that regular city school board session.
coal
a farm bill to come out of the House
release a firm revised school calendar
asked
for
the
meeting
to
Carter
had
committee within the next 10 days to
March 1, the day the state board is
"find out where negotiations were."
The board also gave permission to
two weeks. American Agriculture
meeting in special session in Frankfort.,
were likely by Murray High Band Director Joe Sills to
Asked
if
a
settlement
Movenherit farinets Ms* a favorite-of
-In other city school board'action
school band
replied:
"I
would
high
this
weekend,
Speer
on
same-bids
seek
at least three bills House Agriculture
Thursday night:
members heard a
board
hope
so."
And
uniforms.
Committee members are working on.
- The board accepted a number of
George A. Stinson, chairman of number of reports during the session.
That bill, Burchard said, "calls for 100
bids on food service products for the
National Steel, said: ','.The president
Murray Independent School System
percent parity. It is more in line With
remainder of the year.
asked us to do nothing except to do what Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
what the American Agriculture
- The board heard a report from
we've been doing - which is press for a said that school board members
Movement is asking for."
Sills on the current band program arid
options open to
of
number
reviewed
a
settlement."
Under the 100 percent parity gauge,
gave the band director the go-ahead to
Stinson said negotiations were "too the board in making up recent snow
farmers argue that if a bushel of corn
seek bids on uniforms.
Murray School
that
whether
the
said
fluid
and
sensitive"
to
say
Jeffrey
days.
paid for a consumer product in 1910,
- Board members heard a report
two sides were getting closer.
System has 12 days to make up. While'
that same bushel of corn should pay for
Margaret Franklin, director of
has
Education
from
of
very
conBoard
However, he called it "a
Kentucky
the same consumer product in 1978.
curriculum. They also heard a-report
systems across the state
president."
school
structive
meeting
with
the
assured
Burchard argued that 1111 -percent,,
from Kaye Peebles on the status of a
Asked whether there was any effort that it will grant five "calamity days,'
parity is not unrealistic. "What you' to split
potential public relations program for
the industry, Stinson said:
has to come up
still
sylem
local
the
(the formers) are buying now has "There was
the system.
no
effort
here
whatsoever
with
seven.
- doubled and tripled in price since 1967 to press for that development."
--Murray High. Principal Roy
Days mentioned in the Thursday
(the last year the standard was
Weatherly evaluated the current atMarch 16 and
the
included
The
striking
United
Mine
session
Workers,
night
revised)," Burchard said. "We're at
tendance policy and made reconaT
tentative
meanwhile, reached
17 "mini-break,- the Paris Fish Fry
about 67 percent parity now."
mendations for the comingiyear.
Memorial Day,
year,
agreements
with
two
independent
coal
this
April
28
day,
Although 100 percent parity may be
- The board also gianted some
June. Jeffrey
days
in
three
companies
in
possibly
Eastern
Kentucky.
The
and
closely akin to a guaranteed higher
leaves of .absence, okayed personnel
classes are a
Saturday
names
of
the
some
companies
were
not
imthat
said
price for produce, Burchard said,
resigriiitions, appointed personnel and
mediately available. The terms were
possibility.
"When you guarantee a farmer a price
went into executive session `..to discuss
getting that
is
reportedly
concern
tentative
_main
identical
to
a
"Our
you are a long way from guaranteeing
;ierso4riel'' before adjourning.
agreement readied earlier -this week
instructional time to our students,"
him a profit or an income."
Burchard told the crowd that even
though the movement may have had an
impact on farm implement sales. he
added, '.'One of the big reasons is that
farmers didn't make enough money to
buy equipment. I've never seen implement dealers as covered up as they
are now with equipment."
The Kentucky delegate to the
The dredging,,sf Obion Creek in far
thick growth, contains a large stand of
Curris said MSU is committed to a
movement called the current farm
Aill be opposed by
minor access road into the pond area
West Kentuekycypress trees, rare plants and a
administration bill, "Carter and
but that it does not want to turn the area
Murray State University if the project
population of snakes that has been
Bergland's ugly baby." He said the bill
into a tourist attraction creating visitor
will "destroy or diminish" Murphey's
estimated in the past at 300 per acre.
is ineffective but President Carter and
The old channel of Obion Creek runs
congestion that would disturb the
Pond, the swampy patch of wilderness
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergiand
wilderness.
close to the south end of the pond and its
owned by MSU.refuse to recognize it.
proposed dredging would 'reportedly
Burchard discounted a drastic jump
Obion Creek Conservancy District
The only present access to the pond is
in consumer food prices should farm
representatives have announced that
deplete the swamp of most of it's water.
an eroded lane that ends in soggy
prices be hiked to the 100 percent parity
they intend to' dredte the creek, now
The farmers' dredging proposal will ground several yards from the edge of
level. "About 16.8 percent of our
congested with drifts and silt, along the
be funded mostly with special tax the pond.
disposable income is spent for food: It- original channel. The representatives
revenue from owners of floodplain lend
'Clinton attorney - H. W. Jack
should go up only three percent more at saki that the dredging would drain all
the farmers say is ruined by,frequent Roberts; PlaimS -Ufficer for the con100 percent parity."
but about five acres of the pond which
flooding. The farmers say,they have servancy diktriet) • said -the -pond
The delegate also said that he has
MSU utilizes for nature research and
given up on 'a federal' program --to drainage would leave the original pond
the'
received verbal commitments from
stody.
channelize the creek.
of about five acres. Roberts Said the
Kentucky Farm Bureau to support4he
The university "will oppose any ef-other water there -now' was the result
the
understands
Corns
said
he
which
pond,"
the
movement. (The farm bureau,
fort to destroy or diminish
of clogged Obion ('reek,
governdealing
with
"frustration
of
tir. Constantine W. Curris, MSU,
has stayed out of the movement in the
!Tient agencies" but that "we ought to
But 71-year-old William Courtney,
past becausepsuch participation would
president said.
be able to restore the cropland and, at
unofficial pond guide foi about SO years,
viotate federal laws, has not come out
The university has pot been officially
disagreed with Roberts. Courtney sgid
publically in support of the Movement.
informed of the dredging project, the same time,'preserve the pond."
The university does not oppose
when he first Saw the pond 62-years ago
Farmers are expected to learn a 'tile
Curris reported but said "it is our
f‘hannelization of Obion Creek, Curris
-it was nearly as big as it is now."
more about the 50 percent planting
posture that we are committed legally
Curris did not gay what specific steps
cutback tonight in Mayfield. Movement
and morally to keep Murphey's Pond as. said. The channelization plan appears
to be far enough from the pond that it
and that he
the universitysupporters say they expect a large
II is now."
will not ,be disturbed.
'would wait_ _for further developmeAts.
turnout for ttiat.me'eting.
The 300 acre pond, surrounded by

FarrnMovement Leaders Urge
50 Percent Planting Cutback
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Farmers with American Agriculture
Movement are putting another wrinkle
in the drive to bring American farm
prices up. They're urglhg a 50 percent
planting cutback this spring.
Forrest Burchard, a 33-year-old
Graves County farmer and Kentucky
delegate to the American'Agriculture
Movement, told newsmen following a
farm strike meeting here Thursday
night that Texas and Georgia farmers
will be the first farmers to begin the 50
percent cutback.
"At first we came out with the idea
that if the government didn't act, that
we wouldn't plant at all. But we got to
thinking about it, that it would bring
chaotic conditions to the country. And,
we considered what a problem there
would be if some of the fellows down
south didn't plant anything and at the
same time some legislation came out,,

CALLOWAY SPELLING'BEE WINNERS — Marielkantley, left, eighth grade student at East Calloway Bementary
School looks it the_wiirct oCcuirid, which determined her as the Winner ofthe Calloway County KEA Spelling Bee
held Thursday at the office of the Calloway County Board Of Education'. She is the daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Cartton
Brantley of New Concord and was presented a trophy and $20. Second place winner was Reins Peeler, center,
seventh grade student at North Calloway and daughter of Mrs.(ma Pritchett of Almo. Third place winner was Lisa
Holsapple, right, fourth grade student at Southwest Calloway and daughter of Pk. and Mrs. Budon Holsapple of
Hazel. The second and third place winners Were presented trophies. Betty Riley conducted the spelling bee with
sue photo by Lowell Atc-htey
Edna Robinson, Charlie Lassiter, and Linda Feltner as judges.

School Board Discusses
Ways To Make Up Days

MSU To Oppose Obion Project
If Murphey's Pond Endangered

-

AFTER FARM MEETING — Forrest Burchard, a Gravel' County farmer and
Kentucky delegate to the American Agriculture Movement, talks informally with Calloway County farmers who attended a farm movement
meeting at Calloway County Courthouse Thursday night. Burchard
outlined many movement objects during the meeting A meeting to further explain the planned 50 percent planting cutback is slated tonight In
Mayfield.
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To Be Married

Mrs. Hogancamp Will
Be The Aglow Speaker

Friday, February 24
8sterdey, febnau7
Mardi Grim), spananrad by
Third night of the special
film.on "How Should We Then Spanish and -French Clubs at
- Live?" will be shovin at the Murray High School, will, be
Student Center Auditorium, held from seven to eleven p.m.
Murray State, At seven p.m. at the school. The public is
urged to attend.
No admission.
Homecoming will be held at
Calloway County High School
with the class of 1974 to be
special guests. Dance will
follow at 10:30 p.m. with
admission $2.00 stagg, $3.50
couple.
SliakespOare's "Twelfth
Night" will be presented at the
Murray State University
Theatre at eight p.m. Admission is $2.50.
Exhibit's- of graphic-design
and photography by Robin
Gail Frederick; Owensboro, paintings by Caro. J. Humphreys, Alamo, Tn., and
drawings by Linda Davenport,
Trenton, Tn., will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery ofthe
Price'Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, and
will continue through March 9.

_Miss Rhonda jaliP Garland
and Dr. Joseph Edward Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. John Eurie Garland of 316 South Ninth Street,
Murray,announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their youngest daughter, Rhonda Jane, to Dr. Joseph Edward.Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Johnson of Middleton, Tn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr.and Mrs. John J.
Garland-and Mrs. Noble Fitts and the late Mr. Fitts. Miss
Garland is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and is now a
senior at Freed-Hardman College, Henderson, Tn., where she
will graduate in May with a B.S.in Social Work.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. J. E. Johnson, and
the late Mr.and Mrs. L J. Cornelius. He graduated from Middleton High School and attended the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville and Irreed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tn.
His veterinary degree is from Auburn University School of
.Veterinary Medicine, Auburn, Ala. Dr. Johnson is now practicing in Columbia,
The wedding ,will be Saturday, May 20, at the Murray
Woman's Club House at two p. m. with Alvin H. Price officiating.
'
Only out of town invitations are being sent. All friends and
relatives are cordially invited to attend both the wedding and
reception.

Saturday, February 2.5
Third
production
of
Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night" will be at the Murray
State University Theatre at
eight p.m. with admission
$2.50.
Alpha Departn,- +, Murray
Woman's;
r
c100,01 ‘cluled to
..eon at the
have its
club host ,ith Dr. Keith
on
speak
to
Heim
"Genealogy."
Kentucky Music Educators
Association solo and ensemble
festival for junior high And
high school students from the
First District Education
Association will be held at
Lovett Auditorium and Price
Doyle Pine Arts Center, MSU.

Second in series of six art
workshops for students in
_grades five through nine will
from nine to eleven a.m. in
:--the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Between the second and Center, MSU. For information
The Alice Waters Circle
First United Methodist third part of the program the call 762-3787.
Church Women met Tuesday, hostessi Mrs. Vera Gillahan,
Murray-Calloway County
Feb. 14, at 9:30 a. m. in the assisted by Mi. Lowell King,
fellowship hall of the church. served refreshments to the Girl Scouts will have its swim
members and one visitor, day from three to4:30-p.m. at
Mrs. Cortezallyers, chairMrs. Edith Mitchell, mother of the Murray State University
introduced
and
man, presided
pool with cost being 25 cents
Mrs.
Byers.
Mrs. A. M. Alexander who had
Mrs. Byers asked for the each.
charge of the program, "Call
reading of the minutes for the
First Intercollegiate horse
to Prayer and Self Denial."
Jan ry meeting and Mrs. H. show will begin at nine a. m. at
Assisting with the program L.
rd gave the treasurer's the West Kentucky Livestock
were Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, repo
and Exposition Center.
Mrs. Harold Speight, Mrs.
Plans were made to serve a Admission is free,, but entry
Cortez Byers, Mrs. Otis luncheon in March for the fees for the desires are $4.25
Brooks, and Mrs. H. G. Dunn. downtown business people.
per class.

Special Program Presented
At Alice Waters- Meeting

_Mrs. , Mules .Rogadcarap a. ni. .in the dining room ice
will be the speaker for the lunch (no reservatighis
meeting at 10:30 a. m. on required). At noon the
Tuesday, Feb. 28, of Woman's Fellowship moves to The
Aglow Fellowship at Kew-Bar River Room on ground floor,
Resort on tlighway 641 in which may be reached
Sunday, February 26
Gilbertsville. Mrs. Hogan- without steps from the rear of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
camp is the wife of a Paducah the building.
Clayton will be honored on
Aglow Fellowship also
physician and mother of seven
their 50th wedding ansponsors neighborhood Bible
children.
niversary with a reception at
The speaker attended study groups which meet in
the Dees Bank of Hazel from
Murray State College and homes.
For More ,information
two to four p.m.
lived in St. Louis County until
By Abigail Van Buren
the
chapter
moving to Paducah eight telephone
1978 by Chicago iribone N Y Nora Synd Inc
Mr.and Mrs. C.E.Cain,Sr.,
years ago. She is apember of president, Mrs. J. T. Johnson
FelThwship, at 8964100: will be honored by their
Aglow
children with an open house at
McCracken County Medical
DEAR ABBY: After being married for 19 years to the Auxiliary, Brazelton School
their home in Almo Heights in
only woman I ever loved, God took her from me. We had PTA Board and teaches a
celebration of their golden
always wanted a child, hut she caukin'L have any.
wedding anniversary -from
Bible study group. _
A year later I married a girl to give her child a name.
Hogancamp's
one to five p.m.
Mrs.
- • Goklie was 18 and I was 41.ShirfieVer tried to fool me. She testimony will encourage
told me right away that she *as carrying another man's others who encounter ,daily
Reciaa I
by
Eradie
child. She was sweet, very shy and beautiful in my eyes,
trialk in their Christian walk,
fiawlawski, Brandenburg,
and I learned to love her.
trombone, will be at two p.m.
I was looking forward to being a father but God didn't a spokesman said.
The West Kentucky Chapter
and by Rhonda Kay Crews,
will it because the baby was born dead.
Kevil, piano,, will be at. 1.:30
To make-a-lung story short, 4-found-out-that the baby 4 of Woman's Aglow is begin,
p.m. at the Farrell Recital
had wanted so much belonged to her own father! That's not ning its third year in this area
all, Abby. That was the SECOND baby site had had by with membership from all
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
him. (She gave the first one away.)
denominations. A warm
Center, Murray State.
(most exhaust pipes too
Here's the problem. Goldie and I now have a healthy... welcome is extended to
baby
boy
of
our
own
who
means
the
world
to
me,
but
since
R. Q. Knight will be honored
visitors.
I found out about the two babies she had by her own father
on his 80th birthday with a
The meeting begins at 10:30
I can't stand the sight of her!
reception from two to four
If I kick her out, she'll take my son with her, and I'd
p.m. at the Good Shepherd
rather see him dead than raised by a slut like her.
United Methodist Church ...._ne-ase t.slI m!e_w hat to do- I'm too ashamed to talk to my
HOSPITAL NEWS I
fellowship Hall, High-iv—ay fit
priest:
South, given bY his daughter,
•
BROKENHEARTED
Mrs. Art Kunst.
DEAR BROKENHEARTED: It's unfair to blame Goldie 02-14-78
Save
Sunday, February 26
for having been impregnated by her father. She was the Adults: 127
money.
..
victim, not the guilty party. Talk to your priest and get Nursery 3
West Kentucky Hoedown,
pipe bending
some professional counseling. You need to sort out your
sponsored tiy, Miirray State
Newborn Admission
thoughts in order to view the situation fairly and
University Student Activities
Baby Girl Wynn (mother
objectively.
WY
TAILPIPES7
Board, will be held at the West
Delores), 1008 Pearl St.,
There
is
no
reason to give up your son or your marriage.
Kentucky Livestock and
Paris,
Tn.-3EXHAUST
PIPES
I recommend counseling for Goldie, too. The poor woman
Exposition Center at 1:30 p.m.
Dismissals
has obviously suffered a great deal.
She needs
.... FORMING
Mrs. Barbara G. Batsel and
compassion—not condemnation. Please try to save your
- .{--,VRAPOIHGmarriage. And write again to let me know your decision. I Baby Girl, 10.4 South 14th,
Sunday,February 26
care
Murray, Mrs. Sheryl V.
Lenten potluck Will be
Discount
Wagner and Baby Boy, Ftoqte
served at 5:45 p. m. at the
DEAR ABBY:Should a teen-age girl accept a blind date 5, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Willie
Fellowship Hall of the First
Mufflers
with a 'fellow who calls her up and says'he has "seen her Lane, Route,3, Murray, Mr&
Presbyterian Church. A film
from
somewhere," but she"doedn't know anything aliout him? Robin Haggard, B-14
will follow the supper.
Fox
Flow about when someone she knows calls and asks her to
10% t°
accept a date with a third pay? He could be real neat, but Meadows, Murray, Robert F.
Mondai,February 2/,
he could also be a creep. Is there some rule a girl can co Carpenter, 1622 Farmer,
On Exhaust Off
Murray, Mrs. Debris J.
Ministry to Retarded
Parts
Persons group will meet at
TROUBLED TEEN BoPe, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
*Free
Lillian Rogers, Route 2,
seven p. m. at the First
- DEAR TEEN: If a boy rails and sari he has "seen" you, Springville, Tn., Donald W.
Christian Church. For
Inspection*
unless you can check him out with a mutual friend, skip Johnson, MSU Biological Stat,
formation call 753-3531 or 753him. If someone you know calls, wanting to arrange a Murray, Mrs. Carolyn Steen,
3714.
blind date, consider the go-between. If he'e-a solid citizen, Almo, Jeffrey Graves, 1513
7111
'
...say yes._(It's only a date, not a year's contract.) Don't put Canterbury, Murray, Laverne
Monday;February 27.
him through tI4 third degree asking, "I-kw tall'is he, and Wallis, 303
Mirth &NNW teow
North 16th.,
League of Women Voters
what color eyis does he have?" Chances are the guy is
Murray,
0.
C.
William,
727
standing right by the phone listening to every word you
will have an open meeting at
say, so play it cool and you'll make points for being a good Nash Dr., Murray, Orvis C.
the United Campus Ministry
Wells, 306 South 50, Murray,
sport.
at 7:30 p.m. with Jo Curris and
Audy W. Christopher, 449
Mary Jane Littleton as
DEAR ABBY: We want very much to get married. He's White Hall Circle, Paris, Tn.,
speakers. Public invited.
639 S. 4th St.
70 and I am 68. We each have property in our own names Mrs. Naomi Farris, 804 Story,
and we don't want to change the ownership. We also don't Murray, Mrs. Donnie J.
Phone 753-9868
National Secretaries
want to change our property deeds.
Lamb, Hazel, -Joe Pat Ray,
Association will meet in the
I want everything I leave after I die to go to my children, Hazel.
court room of the Calloway
and he wants everything he has to go to his. We are both
County Court House at seven
financially well off, so there is no problem there.
If we have to go to a nursing home, each wants to be
p.m. Visitors are welcomed.
responsible for his own keep there or at a hospital. We
each have our own insurance.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Each wants to keep the interest from his Money," and
the Health Center, North 7th
each wants to keep his own Social Security. '
and Olive, at seven p.m. For
Is this possible if we marry? If so, how? There is too
information call 753-6333,
And still searching for the grocery store and more
much red tape to make the usual name changes on
Neeciline.
closetspace?
property, deeds, insurance, etc.
Our children agree with us. Can yc41 help us?
It'amy job to help you feel at home fast. As your
Creative Arts Department,
IOWA PROBLEM
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
Murray Woman's Club, will
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
DEAR PROBLEM: Retain a lawyer and explain exactly
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
basket of gifts to delight your family:
what you want—and don't want—and let him tor her)
house.
Hundreds of people hie you in Murray have
handle it.
called me.I hope you will, WO.
Baptist Men of First Baptist
Cathryn Carrott_m-7809
Problems? Tell them to Abby. For a personal,
Church will have a dinner at
Kathryn Outland
unpublished reply, write Abby: Box 69700, Los Angeles,
the church fellowship hall at
753-3079
stamped,
self-addressed
envelope.
Calif. 90069. Enclose a
6:30 p.rti.

Thinks Wife Unfit
To Raise Their Son

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

1

20%

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER

New in your
neighborhood?

SUPER

sHRaF

3freitomelrok

Tuesday,February 28
High School and Middle
Schopl Acteens of First
Baptist Church will meet at
the church parking lot at five
p. m. to begin their home
mission study and progressive
dinner.

•

,Women's Aglow Fellowship
will meet at 10:30 a. m. at
Kenbar Inn,Gilbertsville.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of ,the World will
meet at home of Martha
Andrus, 1312 Poplar, at seven
p.m.
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at seven p. m.

2.1 Shrintp for S2*
It's back by popular demand!
You enjoyed it so much last year, we've brought it
back—Jerry's Super Shrimp Sale.
For just $2.85, you get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried shrimp,a hearty serving of french fries,a dish of our
savory cole slaw, and hot dinner roll and butter.
So come on in for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
Super Shrimp Sale, at Jerry's.

Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at the
Dexter Center at 9:30 a. m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens With sack lunch at
wen and band practice at one
p.m.

Mrs 3/18
SUN-2:30,7:30
MON-THUR- 7:30
FRI &SAT - 7:20,9:10

Tbrv TIES
SUN-2:30,7:30
MON-THUR - 7:30
FRI & SAT- 7:25,9:30

BURT REYNOLDS
ERIS RRINTOITERSON

BACK BY POPULAR DENIM

"SEMITOUGH"
E

Burt Reynolds
Jackie Gleason

United Artists

Late Show Fri. 11 Sat. 11411

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
18 011 OYER ONLY

Gloat Stars + Great Movies

Crest Weekeal
Entertainment

if

Mrs 3/11
SUN -2:30,7:30
MON-THUR - 736
Ffu &SAT - 7:5,9:30

RESTAURANTS
Southl2thStreet •

'

Thre THOR
SUN -2:30,7:30
MON-THUR-7:30
FRI&SAT--7:11 9:

HENRI

WINKLER
FED
r-

Otter good 11 am.to 10 p.m. Through- Marc
. h 26,1978

1111 ROMA,TVI-A TINTS

GUESTS HERE
Mrs. Robert W. Byerley of
Pine Hurst, N. C., and her
daughter, Mrs. Everon R. Rix
of Blytheville, Ark., were'
weekend guests o,f Mrs. Isaac
L. Clanton, 705 Vine Street,
Murray, and other relatives in
Murray.

rtnifing
RICHARD DREYFUSS
MARSHA MASON

PG)

a

11011
1!... find* (10111Self.

.

HIEI/0)1E5
[i.61
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Mr.. Mrs. Milkr Reside it Paducah

Burchett Home Is

Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Miller,
former residents of 304 North
7th Street, Murray, are now_
residing in Paducah since they
have become disabled.
•
Mrs. Miller, the former
Reba Brown, retired teacher
from. Calloway County High
School, is now residing at the
Steele home on New Hope
Road in Lone Oak. She was
formerly - at the Superior
Nursing Home, but her new
address is Mrs. Reba Miller,
c-o Dan Steele, Route Six,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Mr. Miller, owner of the
former Miller .Seed and
Popcorn Company, Murray,is
now a patient at the Parkview

Scene Wades-bora
Club Luncheon
The Wadesoro Homemakers
Clinton Burchett for the
monthly meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 15, with Mrs.
Lowell Palmer, president,
'presiding.
Due to the bad weather, the
January meeting was not
held. The main lesson on
Understanding Grief" for
January was presented by
Mrs. Wayne Hardie.
Mrs. Wess Fulton gave the
February lesson on "Lady
Beware."
Others present were Mrs.
Clarence Culver, Mrs. David
Palmer, Mrs. Max Hurt, and
Mrs. Baron Palmer, members; Mrs. Becky Gore and
son,Shawn,visotors.
At noon tr-delcious potluck
luncheon waSserved.
The next meeting will be
Wednesday, March 15, at 1:30
p. m. at the home of Mrs.
David Palmer.

.Same people_have__ balieeed
the crops would grow as high
as the farmer could jump

27-2916,Wril.

7)eizeonall

. and Bruce William kaller
The Rev.and Mrs. James T. Garland of Hazel, announce the
engagement of their only child, Faye Luhuntes, to Bruce
William Kotler,eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. William C. Kofler of
Danville,Ind.
Miss Garland is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Tibbs and Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Garland of Paducah. She is a
graduate otellickman County High School and a 1977 graduate
of Murray State University with a B.S. degree in nursing. She
is employed at Murray-Cniloway .County Hospital in the
maternal-neonatal area.
Mr. Koller is the grandson of Mrs. Agnes Brace of Comma,
Ind. He is a graduate of Pana High School of Pane,Illinois, and
a 1976 graduate of Murray State-University with a B.S.degree
in chemistry. He is a member of Sigma Pi fraternity. Mr.
Kofler is employed at- Farm Bureau Product Research
Laboratory ofIndianapolis.
A June 10th wedding is being planned.

The annual Valentine was held Thursday.Feb. 16, at
banquet of the Xi Alpha Delta DeVanti's - Restaurant. The
hapter of Beta Sigma Phi -'special occasion was to honor
Beth Lasater, ttie,chapter's
Valentine queen.
Sue Ann Hutson, last year's_
queen, crowned the new ,
queen, and Debbie Lyons,
chapter president, gave a
humorous reading of Beth's
life story. Mrs. Lasater Was
presented a yellow rose by her
husband,Dayton Lasater.
Members
and
their
husbands attending were
Debbie Brandon, Ila and
Tommy Brown, Rheanetta
and Charles Coleman. Joyce
Gibson, Linda and Dicki
Hodge, Vicky and
Holton, Sue Ann Hutson43eth
Our
and Dayton Lasater-, Debbie
and Donny Lyons,-Shirley and
Bobby Martin! Jeanie and
continuing our sole
Mike Morgan. Peggy and
are
we
Weather
Sod
The
Due To
Harold$hoemaker. Joyce ad
Art
Bru
Thomas, Pam and
$600
Martex Towel Sets
Ralidy Thornton, Glenda and
All Mortex and Pepperell
Bobby Wilson.
pm**
Sheets
(Limited Number)
All
10tEDff
Wine Glasses

KING OF VALUES
STAR
BEAM
LASER
SWORD

26% off
10% off

$10
1/2 price

Cotton
$590
With Corduroy Trim

While sou are in the shop do not overlook the Potpourris at 99.
per package and the brass planter poles at 13.98.

The
Blackford

Has Program Meet
"Baptist Women Meeting
Native
Reaching
and
Americans" was the subject
of the program presented at
the meeting of the WMU of the
Salem Baptist Church held on
Wednesday, Feb. 8, at the
church.
= Eleanor Miller was in
charge of the program with
each one present participating
in the discussion.
The scripture was read by
Estelle Blankenship, the call
to prayer was by Pauline
Elkins, and prayer was led by
Lottie' Sheridan.

We've Moved!

--FC4R•••
OVER-DRY SKINI

320z.

LOTION
Vaseline;

RAY-OVAC

INTINSI1,1
( ARE

AA, C, & D
ENERGY CELL

, BATTERIES

I I/111)%

ElSSE11
SWEEP MASTER

REG.
—

VAC BROOM

These alkaline energy cells give up to
9 times the service than -ordinary batteries.

88

[RAMA/At]

LANTERN

Continues

Collector's Prints.
Marble Oyotes & Easles
Corduroy Sets
Sweaters &

lo-oz.
Vaseline
INTENSIVE
CARE

Wisk
Laundry
Detergent

WITH
BATTERY

88

1/2

Shirts

marriage on Feb. 17, was cakes decorated with
yeljow
honored with a bridal shower and green
roses.-- yellow
held at the community room of punch, green
and yellow
the Federal Savings and Loan. mints, and nuts were
served at
The honoree is the daughter_ _.the table covered with 1338/411e
of Ted Darnell and the late cloth under yellow
net with
Norma Darnell of Moor's yellow bows
at the corners.
Camp, Gilbertevine
Centering the table was an
Mrs. Norma Carroll, Mrs.
arrangement of -yellow and-Arvis Thorn, Mrs. J. D.- white
pompoms flanked with
Williams, Mrs. Jackie Thorn,
yellow and white candles.
and Mrs. Claud Thorn were Crystal
and silver apthe hostesses for the occasion. pointments
were used.
The recent bride was
Approximately fifty perseins
presented a corsage of yellow were present
or sent gifts.
and white carnations. She
opened her many lovely gifts ---,--- NATIONAL DISH
and was assisted by Miss • In a Scholastic Magee/it
Claressia Thorn and Miss survey, 40,000 American
- teenagers named
Jennie Thorn.
•
Refreshments of white America's national dish..

Miss Faye
— Luhuntes Garland

Mrs. Lasater-Honored At
pha Delta

iSALE

Mrs. Kenny Cass Honored With Shower

Nursing Home,Paducah.
Mrs. Jenny Caas of
Mr. and Mrs. Miller have Gilbertsville,
the former
claughter„Mrs. Rnsspll Claudia. Darnell before her
a ) anPe son,helps Dorf.
-C
(C
oviainrgaton,
j and
Robert • Miller,' - orthopedic
ALLEN GIRL
sur.n Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Allen of
Murray have chosen the
name, Jill Denise, for their
HOSPITAL PATIENT
baby girl, weighing six pounds
Ltwell Kix of Murray has six ounces, born on Tuesday,
been dismissed from the Feb. 21, at the Conununity
Western Baptist Hospital, Hospital, Mayfield.
Paducah.
another
have
They
daughter, Nicole Ann, age
PADUCAR PATIENT
twenty-eight months.
Miss PaUla Overbey of
Grandparents are Bill Allen
Murray Route Six has been a of Farmington Route One and
patient at the Western Baptist Mr. and Mrs. Louis Toon of
Hospital, Paducah.
Mayfield Route Two.

Heavy duty motor mounts above
''the disst bag for
longer life. Swivel nozzle glides
into corners:
floating
comb
helps to loosen
dirt. 18' cord.

With Weatherproc` Dush-button switch,
prefocused lohg range beam, one piece
case—it even foats'

OXFORD WEDGE
R EG.

SHAMPOO
ASSORTMENT

shamChoose one of the many
poos for your family. Buy nb,w and
save'

MARS

PANTRY
PACK
CANDIES
nEG. 8.99

LADIES

50

\

SUAVE
FIFG.._22.97

REG. 7

7

.1 1

Detail strtching,
soft grained uppers; wedge heel
and crepe sole.
Teens and ladies
s-tze-s -t--+e.

Stitch trim on .mitaIon leather uppers,
knit-fit lining; easy
pull tabs.
on-off
Stack-look "heel. in
sizes 11-3..

Choose Milky Way, Snick,
ers, 3 Musketeers, Forever
Yours, Mars Almond Bar,
M&M Plain and Chocolate
candies, M&M Peanut candies, Munch Bars, Marathon
Bars and Starburst--Fruft
-Chews.

Murray Formal Tuxedo Rental Co., Inc.

The Tux Shop
Where Tuxedos is a full time business not a sideline

Formerly Located in the College Shop
Is Now At

310 Main, Murray — 759-4073
Remember
We Do NOT Sub-Rent:

after
Six

You can view hundreds of tuxedoes in stock, then make your
decision. If by some chance we don't have what you want and its by
After Six we can get it - and we can fit you!

Johnny & Hayden Rickman
Invite You To Come In and Look Around

Johnny & Hayden Would Also Like To Say

Thank-You
For your kindness and patronage while they owned the College Shop and they know,
Danny Crabtree. the new owner will continue giving the finest service possible.

Short &
Sassy
Conditioner
11 Oz.
Regular or
Extra Body
Reg. 1.77

24-0Z.

vlamc
KOSHER
SPEARS
BEG.
77C
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tlEART1iNE

•'-'310001110
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve prebionse — fail& U
you have a question or a problem not
—answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE,Ili E. Dayton St., West
By LOWELL ATCHLEN'
Alexandria, Ohio 54381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but yOu must
'
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am going to be 62
years old next year. I was married to
my husband for 13 years before we
were divorceci-i-I have never remarried.
hat on his head..and a hat under his
I'm-an unabashed, full-fledged coffee
When I turn 62 years old will-I bi arm. And a painting by Henri Matisse
&Tater.
eligible to- draw social security wife's
1 started-the habit when I was young. once hung in the New York Museum of
benefits off my former husband? E.L.
Or should I say 'old enough to tip the Modern Art 47 days before someone
A. You will be eligible for social
noticed it was hanging uptide down.
cream pitcher Without spilling it?
security wife's benefits on your former
I could go on and on and on about the
My first coffee was actually cream
husband when you turn 62 if your forand sugar with a little coffee mixed. I book. But these things have to end
mer husband is drawing his own social
later graduated to coffee with cream • somewhere. The book's authors say
security benefit. This ruling on
and sugar and finally today with a another volume is corning out this year.
divorced wives drawing social security whole lot,of coffee and a half thimble And for you coffee drinkers: Voltaire,
on their former husband's has recently
- who is said to have comsumedup to 50
full of cream.
been changed. The old ruling required
My day doesn't start untitl savor that- cups- darlyi is credited -to the fan-ions.
• the marriage tolasr20 years before the
first steaming cup. At least my brain reply to someone's claim that coffee is
wife would be eligible for social
a slow poison: "I think it must be, for
doesn't seem to start.
security benefits. The new ruling has
_ The coffee crisis of last year didn't I've been drinking it for 65 years and
,
changed this to ten years.
bother me that much. I was just smug am not dead yet."
- For people who are on social security
Yes, I'll take a cup.. just \a little
in the satisfaction that as a coffee
for those who are going to be drawing
or
drinker I was now involved in one of the cream please. Thahk you.
theirs shortly, Heartline has written a
more ...ah...expensive habits.
book especially for them. Heartline's
History is full of famous coffee
Guide to Social Security has been
slurpers.
developed to aid all people in unJohann Sebastian Bach once wrote a
derstanding what benefits they might
tia•ed
on
ne.hteti
willsne,produt iii L thc t
"Coffee Cantata," a humorous operetta
1-111 SCLIA, anti used bu [X1'1110..0,1
be eligible to receive. This book covers
break
to
about a stern father's attempt
retiretnent, disability, „wife's
regular
ins--A2op,orPr's_caffee habit lloyetullY
widow's - beftsfits; -allowed
benefits,
end.
the
in
won
the daughter
many more important
and
earnings
Napoleon was a coffee drinker. He
This book also
security.
social
on
facts
plenty,
and
coffee
"Strong
said,
once
the problem
of
some
on
detail
into
goes
awakens me. It gives me a warmth, an
with wicked ways seemingly go
By Tom Powell,Pastor
You May obsecurity.
social
of
areas
unusual force, a pain that is not without
unhindered while they practice evil.
Spring Creek
tain this bOok by sending $2 to HearPsAlm,23:14
pleasure. I would rather suffer than be
A 'ouritry song a few years back, _
art with me" is a posillie guarantee
Baptist-Ciftireh
tine's.Guide-to-Social Securify;P. 0.
as
--is.
I
Psa
•
The
nty-th-ird
we
t
with
presence
senseless." In his later years he had His
well.
a
used
-God's
recurring-phrase
gonna
that all will-be
I visited With an old friendRecently,
Box 11934, Chicago, Illinois 60611. This
and
now
was.
it
when
plenty of time to enjoy a cup
get ya for that." God is not in the "get precious today as it was
His own is a certainty. Comfort is also
who is crippled with , rheumatoid arbook is completely guaranteed and if
written. It is the most used, as well as
believer — "Thy rod
Then. • ,
ya"
the
have
though
business,
we
even
for
provided
thristis. My friend has been a devoted
you are not satisfied your money will be
all
rod
Prussian
of
Psalms.
the
Frederick the Great, the
preached the doctrine of - retributive the best loved,
and thy staff they Comfort me." The
Christian and faithful churchmember
refunded. Please allow six weeks for
speaks
Possession of the Believer
staff
the
and
mOnarch, often had his coffee brewed for as long as'I can
#
for years. Under this doctrine, a
justice
authority
to
refers
remember.
delivery.
Psalm 23:1
with champagne instead of water. I
of aid. His blessed presence, protection,,
During our visit,be kept asking over - person is rewarded when he is good,
HEARTLINE: -1 -am .a 63-year-old
David derived great satisfaction
ld abolish our
rather prefer water.
provision-shou
punished
and
with
and
suftragedy
and
power,
and over, "Just what sin ip my life
I read somewhere recently that
widow.
the
Rousseau,
care.
Lord
his
fact
the
the
was
that
from
dying,
As he was
fering. when he is bad.
fears and purge us of Anxious
caused this terrible suffering?"
it was dangerous to use an extension
present and personal possession. All
a pasture
from
French Philosopher, said, he "just
us
Gild
in
takes
than
more
is
mercy
interested
five
Verse
Suffering is as old as the human race.
cord. Do you have any information on
missed doing'itwith a cup of coffee in Many
justice. This is why there was a cross on that David was to his sheep, the Lord
scene to a table scene. It portrays a
Christians misunderstand sufthis? B.T.
was to him, yea, and far more. fie
the Lord for
by
his hand.'• Now that's a true coffee
prepared
table
Calvary.
banquet
fering, thinking it is punishment sent
A. When using an extension cord
in
but
that
never.
Lord
enemies,
the
would
rejoiced
our
drinker. -The book of Job in the Old Testament,
us in the presence of
from God. Others wonder why suffering
follow, the rules listed below:
forget, fail, or forsake him. He rejected
from them. The
General Ulysses S. Grant, during
B.
2500
deals
,
security
C.
written
approximately
perfect
happens to good people, while people
1. Use an extension cord only when
some of his earlier war .campaigns
with the problem of the righteous, that his. Shepherd would supply his
anointed _head and • overflowing cup
where it is needed. Extensions are and
made a meal of a sliced cucumber with
suffering. In this book, a good man, needs from His unsearchable riches.
have reference to -GOd's care for His
and are.never. safe Asa
convenience
a
them
for
•
from
David-satisfaction
cares
"*.iiegar and a cup of strong coffee.
derivedgreat
He
God
was
by
over-to
Job,
to
Satan
turned
children':
wiring.
permanent
for
substitute
the
Small wonder that in later years
.be Jested. Satan was allosied to .do the fact,that the Lord,',whose love was
providingly, affectionately, faithfully,
2. Keep extension cords out of the
good general- was taken to stronger
anything to Job he wanted, but could unchanging and whose faithfulness wasand constantly. This care is extended to
children.
drink than coffee.
unfailing, knew .him personally, loved
not kill him.
the most minute details of our lives,. _reach of
3. Cover every unused outlet.
The preceding coffee tidbits were
• .•
Job lost his possessions, family, and hini devotedly, supplied his needs•
The assurance that oui cups will
4. Unplug the appliance, and cord,
Arm- specialist Five Harold D.
quoted from a volume called "Tile Book
finally his health. Job's body was bountifully, and guided him daily.
continue to overflow with His grace,
when not in use.
Tralits has been assigned as a driver
Provision for the Believer
of Lists," which first came out in
covered with sores from head to toe.
mercy, and blessings as we keep on
• 5. Fully extend the cord before- using
with the Arrnoled Cavalry Regiment at
Psalm 23:2-5
hardbound edition early last year.
living for Him affords us great and
Job's friends counseled him to conIt.
Fort George Meade, Md.
The' sheep. have no care as to what
The book is simply chocked full of
fess the sin he had committed causing
joyous satisfaction.
6: Unplug tthe cord from the wall
Deaths reported include Danny G.
choice lists, from the five most feared
• - Prospect of the Believer
his suffering. Job did not know what he they shall eat or drink. It is the
first, especially if it is hard to
outlet
(Adolph
Walker, age--81.
shepherd who locates the pastures and
and hated persons in the world.
Psalm 23:6
had done that caused so much pain.
disconnect the appliance from the
of
attributes
his
was
The 25th traffic accident report for
Lord
the
are
Because
waters.
the
Hitler tops the list.) to history's most
mercy
and
Goodness
God, ultimately, used Job's suffering
extension cord.
the month of February in the city of
famous list: The 10 Commandments as
to strengthen his faith and develop him Shepherd, David knew that rest,
God. God expresses His goodness to His
7. Check for signs of wear or old age
Murray was filed yesterday morning by
and
refreshment,
God gave them to Moses atop Mount
as a person. Through suffering,Job was relaxation,
people in His wonderful acts of mercy
all ttle-(!irds-lrryourhome: -All cord
in
Goodness
Police
the
Department.
Murray
for
Sinai.
rewarded with far more than he had in revitalization would be provided
in His dealings with them.
deteriorates in time and with
insulation
Miss Rebecca Sue Beane, daughter of
him each day. Through warning;
In the book you can find a list of five
the beginning.
has ever been the root of which mercy
with insulation that is
cord
A
use.
-has
Paul
and
Roy
Mr.
Mrs.
Beane,
former
Lord
and
the
the
chastening
and
portriats on the highest denominations
Satan is the author of suffering. yet, exhortation,
has been the fruit, or
to fall off is a definite
about
and
brittle
Martin . Black, son of Mr. and Mrs.
of U. S. paper currency. Whose face is
God uses this suffering to strenghten us restores to fellowship with Him and to
been the cause and the latter has been
shock hazard.
and
fire
the
in
His
of
George Black, were married Feb. 2 at
those
us
to
Him
for
on the largest bill in American
service
effective
faithfulness
as Christians and to help us grow
the effect. His
8. Couple only those cords with
the Coldwater Methodist Church.
children who have gone astray, in order
currency? Woodrow Wilson's. It apspiritually.
past convinces us that we can trust Him
ends. Ends that don't match
similar
the
the
high'
games
In
school
of
Because
basketball
paths
in
them
lead
may
He
future.
.
that
bill.
$100,000
the
a
on
pears
The Apostle Paul was -afflicted with
implicity in all
a shock or fire hazard.
cause
can
University School. Colts, beat Fancy
The book lists-10 birds that could not
what he called "a_ thorn in the -flesh." righteousness.
love of Gikl-never changes, His care of
9. Don't string a cord under a rug, or
it
Farm with Nelson Waldrop being high
joy
a
of
child
the
What
brings
Illness
frequently
ceases.
or cannot fly; nine most unusual
never
He records in his second Corinthian
His children
across a door threshold. The insulation
for. the Colts - and Elliott for Fancy
monuments in the world For example,
letter that he sought thi Lord three God into the shadows, but to the afwill be when our Lord shall bid us enter
may break down, creating a short,
the
and
saints
Farin.
flicted one our Lord says,"My grace is
in Enterprise, Ala., there is a
the
of
fellowship
times to take it away.
into the
which can cause a rug to catch on fire.
monument of a boll weevil.);the first 10
God's answer was, "My grace is sufficient for thee." Many are called to
Saviour in heaven!
10. Don't hang a cord overhead by
transatlantic flights.( Lindbergh's was
sufficient for thee: for my strength is go down into the valley of bereavement
nails or staples; you will be
using
ones
been
have
because their loved
not the first.); 15 people who became
made perfect in weakness."
The Calloway County Safety Council
-- asking for trouble.
To
enthem.
such
from
removed
words(Ever hear of Bloonier, Boycott,
his
Paul
Calloway
realized
affliction
was
the
given
at
21
was organized Feb.
11. Don't run a cord behind a radiator
Lynch or Sax?); the nine shortest
County Health Center. Officers include to him to humble him. Paul quit couragement is found in the words,
or other heat source.
the
through
walk
I
running national TV series ( Did you
though
"Yea,
in
Ituron
,
gloating
his
but
WratherYandal
accomplishments,
Robert Miller,
12. Don't Itt a cord hang down from a
catchthe latest episode of ABC's "Turn
started glorying in his infirmities. In II valley." Another valley into which
Jeffrey, and Mrs. Barkley Travis.
where it may be tripped over or
counter
On"? Say you didn't. You're not alone.
Deaths reported include Glen Smith, Corinthians 12: 9-10 he writes, "Most people go is "the shadow of death."
cadting an appliance to fall,
pulled,
of
The Comedy series lasted ONE
child
a
can
keep
ones
neither
Loved
age 29,'Enos Faughn, age 92, George gladly therefore will I rather glory in
if it is one-that may contain a
especially
episode.); 10 famous snorers (Abe
By The Associated Press
my.infirmities, that the power of Christ God from entering the valley nor acDixon, age 81, Odie Cole, age 66, and
hot
liquid.
Good
the
Only
Lincoln and George Washington made
it.
through
him
is
company
Today
24,
Friday,
Feb. the 55th day
may rest upon me. Therefore I take.
Mrs., John Tyler, age 85.
13. Don't overload the cord. When
the list.) : and for the sporting set, the
of 1978. There are 310 days left in .the
The Murray High School Band and pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, Shepherd can accompany the children
using a multiple outlet cord for more
of
valley
the
six most dramatic events in sports
through
go
they
year.
as
God
of
in
necessities, in persecutions, in
Chorus will present their annual
than one appliance or lamp, the wathistory The U.S. - U. S. S. R. Olympic
Today's highlight in history:
production of "Showboat" Feb. 27 and distresses for Christ's sake: for when I the • shadow of death. With the
tages will add up. If you're using a light
comand
On
presence
His
this
in
of
basketball final in 1972 made that list.)
date
1868,
assurance
impeachment
28 at the high school auditorium. am-weak, then am I strong."
at 100 watts, a hair'dryer at 1000 watts,
One of my favorite lists in the book is
proceedings against President Andrew
We, like the Apostle Paul, find true panionship there is no reason for
Directors include Irvin Gilson, Kathie
and a television set at 300 watts, all
called "20 Wonderful'Boners," a list of
fact
"Thou
The
that
fear.
or
begun
were
in
complaint
Johnson
Congress.
Brenda
our
in
strength
suffering.
Baker, Donna Tolley, and
being supplied through a 1250-watt
genuine goofs. Among them: William
On this date:
Brandon.
rated) extension cord — it's
Jennings Bran, while serving as U.S.
In
1791,
James
Theliumane
Otis
of
By
Written
will
Massachusetts"
Foster
Norton
Mr. and Mrs.
overloaded!
secretary of state invitedSwitzerlandto
protested against the English system of
celbrate their golden wedding anSociety Of Calloway County
14. Don't use a cord marked "for
send its navy to the opening of the
search and seizure, declaring: "A
niversary on March 2 with an open
use" out of doors or on an open
indoor
Panama Canal. The U.S. Mint once
man's
house
his
is
castle."
house at their home On Hazel Route
porch.
printed a run of gold coins with the
In 1863, Arizona was organized as a
One.
15. Don't use the cord if you can't
inscription, "In Gold We Trust." Sir
territory.
Miss Lillian Hollowell of the Murray
the plugs(on cord or appliance)
insert
Joshua Reynolds, the famoss portrait
In 1903, the United States acquired a
State college English Department has
way in to the socket.
the
all
painter once painted a subject with his
station
naval
on
Cuba's
Guantanamo
been named a judge for screening
applicants for high school achievement
Sometimes when the Humane Socièty.
had carelessly allowed her dog to have, Bay.
In 1945, American soldiers liberated
awards sponsored by the National gives a stray animal to what it hopes
not one cent goes for salaries. Indeed, it
the
Philippine capital of Manila from
Council of Teachers of English.
Society
the
of
new
the
owner
is against the constitution
will be a good home,
"Then was Jesus led up of the spirit
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Japanese occupation during World War
asks, "Is it free?" Since usually there
for any member to be Paid a salary.
into the wilderness to be tempted ol
- Editorials., columns and other
Most of the money goes directly for
have been obvious costs involved in our
the devil." Matthew 4:1
opinionated articles on this page are
In 1946, Juan Peron was elected
animal care — food for puppies, minor
at caring (pr the animal, the question
students
3000
Approximately
How ()ttcn ‘ii tor), I, 1()Iikw.cd -y%.
presented - for the purpose of
president of Argentina.
medical care for sick or injured
the (most don't ask it i indicates a basic
learn
Jod rnav test tc, hrirg
will
College
State
Murray
iirro' ft testing
providing a forum for the free
In 1970, 30 people were killed in an
animals, promotion of spaying, etc.
..1 s
,Aim .11\,
out the hc,1 hut '
responsibilities of citizenship and take misconception among the general
exchange of differing opinions.
in
western
avalanche
Switzerland.
NA.t,rst.
Last month alone, our bill at local
to bring. 9ut
public as to the nature of the support of
at
ceremony
ind,uction
special
a
in
part
We at The Murray Ledger dr
Ten years ago: Gov. Nelson
veterinary clinics exceeded 6200.
the college auditorium tomorrow. Dr. the local Humane Society.
Times strongly believe that to limit
Rockefeller of New York announced he
admitted,
Society
Miiiray Ledger & Times
be
must
Humane
it
name,
are,
our
We
Perhaps
MSC,
of
Rainey T. Wells, past president
opinionated articles to only ,those
soinetimes more interested in mat- would .run for president if he was
of Calloway County, is part_ef the
speaker;
the
be
will
••
which parrallel the editorial
Walter L. A
Publisher . .
'Ching up a terrific, pup or kitty with a drafted by the Republican National
probtem. Wta-fellse Humane-So6ety in
•
Mrs.
reported
include
"Deaths•
SVC=
Gene
IL
would
this
newspaper
philosophy of
Editor
compassionate owner, and reim- Convention.
Calloway County, and not a part of
Virginia Ann Jones, age 82.
The Murray Ledger & Tunes is published
be a disservite to our readers.
Five years ago: President Richard
afternoon except Sundays, July 4. Christmandatory.
every
always
a
are
is
We
all!
not
at
bursiment
government
county
his
began
Clarence W. Mitchell
Therefore, we encourage readers
mas Day,_,Nes- Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Nixon
pledged
that
his
adsecond
food,
its
we
—
such,
But the animal isn't free
position this week as soils assistant private organization, and as
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.
who do not agree with an editorial
Murray,Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
transportation involved in picking it up, ministration would underwrite social
with the County Extension Service receive not one penny of support from
Murray. Ky.42071.
stand or the ideas presented by an
programs.
next
So
something.
money
our
cost
raise
somakidy
We
etc.
here. He replaces R. K. Kelley who is tax dollars.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
individual writer in a column or
One-year
ago:
was
It
announced
that
carders, $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
time you come to us for an animal,
now county agent of Ballard County. through dues, donations, 'bake sales,
mail in Calloway County and to Benton. HarBy
other article, to respond with their
the
United States would reduce its aid
think about other animals which will
Prof. Rex Syndergaard spoke on sales of stationery, garage sales, etc.
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmtrigton, Ky.. and
feelings on the particular issues
to
Argentina,
and
Uruguay
Ethiopia
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. N. 817 50 per
need a helping hand in the future. Next
"The Marshall Plan" at the meeting of Our money is limited, and when we are
being discussed with a letter to the .
year. By mail to other destinations. 132.50 per
because Of htunan rights violations in
cans
collection
see
you
of
expenses
one
for
our
time
involved
not
reimbursed
the Murray Business and Professional
year.
editor.
those
countries.
.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
around town,_drop in a quarter or two.
Women Club held at the Murray in handling an animal, our ability to
Agaociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
By the same token, if an issue has
Today's
birthday:
Jamaican
political
yours.
in
and
help,
animal
animals
help
our
need
The
distress,
is
another.
Women's club House. Miss Ruth AshAssociation.
.not been discussed on this page and
leader Sir Alexander Bustaniante is 94
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
more, International Relations Com- diminished by that much.
republish local news originated by The Mildly
a readet feels that, the issue merits
years
old.
local
the
go
would
money
you
like
the
contact
to
for?
If
what
But
does
mittee chairman, was in charge of the
Ledger* Times as well as all other AP news.
the attention of the general public,
Thought for today: There are two
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
• humane society, write The Humane
Very little of it goes for so-called
program.
753-191v
we welcome a letter to the edkor or
Business Office
kinds of people who blow through life
Box
P.O.
County,
of
Although
a
7534916
Society
Calloway
expenses.
"overhead"
•
Advertising
The.
With
Wind"
"Gone
Classified
sstarring
an authored article on whatever that .
713-1919
Retail(Display) Advertbrip
2944, University Station, Murray, like a breeze. One kind is gossipers and
Clark. Gable, Vivien .Leigh, • Leslie recent caller advised a-member of the
7334916
... .
Circulation
topic m ght
—
poet
Kentucky 42071. For information, call the other kind is riesipees
753,191$
,
Dept.
and,Sports
Howard, and -Olivia deHavilland is Society to "earn,his salary" by coming
Heirs
Ogden Nash.
753-3994 or 753-3535 evenings.
It to pick up tile tett.stuall pups she
mg at. the. Varsity Theatre. .
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Lone Oak Pins 54-47
Loss OnTLakerir1

Streaking Tiger Girls
Up
the tempo somewhat in thesecond period'and held an 1813 lead at intermission.
Getting into some foul
trouble in the third "period, the
Tigers had to rely quite a bit
on the bench. At one point,
Mayfield gained the lead at 2826 before Muria tied the
game at 28. and 30 then took a
One-point- lead at 31-30 at the
end of the third period.
But the Tigers led for all of
the final period 'ad were
never in any serious trouble.
Marlene Farrell tossed in 19

It's a lot more fun to play
poorly and win that it is to play
'superbly and lose.
The Murray High girls
found that to be true Thursday
night as they took a 46-43 win
over visiting Mayfield.
It was the fifth consecutive
—win of the season for the Tiger
girls and. Murray High now
• Snort in 8-7 'season ledger.
It was a terribly slow-paced
first quarter with a total of
just 11 points scored, six by
the Tigers and five by
Murray picked up
Mayfield.
_
_

Murray State To Host
'Goys In Final Game
By JOE TOM ERWIN
MSU Sports Pablicity
Murray State University will complete its basketball
season Saturday night against Austin Peay in the MSU
Arena. The game will begin at 7:30 o'clock and will Sportsl-f
a
game between the Murray State women's team and Austin
Peay.
Murray will take 7-17 overall and 3-10 Ohio Valley Conference records into this season finale. Austin Peay,. which
will also be completing its regular season, was 14-9 and 8-5
going intoa game-With-Oral Roberts Wedneaday. The Governors, however,are fighting for a Spot in the OVC Tournament
to determine the league's NCAA Tournament representative.
The Racers added another to their series of heart-breaking
defeats this season, when they let Western Kentucky come
from behind to win 100-98 in overtime at`Murray Monday. Of
Murray's 16 angerenee-defeats, three'have been by one
point,two by two points, and three by three points.
Mike Muff, who had 20 points against Western; ran his
season total to 556 and his career total to 1061, the 11th highest
in Racer hosIletball history. All the 10 players who scored
more than hCplayed at least three seasons and several of
them four:Muff, a junior college transfer, has played but two
seasons at Murray.
Muff 'Is averaging 23.2 points, and 9.5 rebounds. Both
averages lead the Racers. He. also leads the team in free
throw shooting, assists, and steals. Jimmy Warren is
averaging 14.5 points, Johnny Thirditill 9.5, John Randall 8.4,
Donell Wilson 7.3, Danny Jarrett 5.4 and Bobo Jackson 4.7.
Jarrett had perhaps his best game ever for Murray against
Western with.18 points, 12 rebounds, 2 assists, and 2 hlocked
shots.
Austin Peay's starters and their scoring averages are Otis
Howard (20.8) and Norris Randall' (9.9), forwards; Phil
Mayo (10.3), center; and Dennis Pagan (10.7) and Norman
Jackson (9.3), guards.

I

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD,Inc.
BusinessMurray, Ky.

753-5273

LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PHOTO
SPECIALS
isam Ott

points to lead the Murray High
scoring while Catherine
Sinimons added 10 points. Teri
Humes paced the Lady
Cardinals with 15.
It was the play of Farrell
and Simmons that really held
the Tigers together in the final
period. Starting guard'Jaina
Washer fouled out in the third
period but with the outstanding play of Simmons and
Farrell, the Cardinals still
couldn't catch the Tigers.
Simmons scored eight of her
10 points in the final period
while Farrell ran, the offense.
"We came out in the first
part o$. the game and didn't
play well at, all," Tiger coach
Rick Fisher said.
"We'd already beaten them
at Mayfield and we may have
been overlooking them, since
we have to play Fulton County
Friday (tonight).
"It was Mayfield's last
regular season game before
they open their tournament
play Sunday and they were
really wanting this one so they
could go into the tournament
with some momentum.
"We_ .didn't .play„.good
defense and we broke down
offensively and took some bad
shots.. Thank goodness for
Marlene. We had to turn to her
and she really came through
.with _ a goodgame;That's_her
highest point total this season.
"She and Simmons really
took charge in the last quarter
and they helped to calm down
some of our younger girls. At
one. point,- we hal three freshmen, a • Sophomore and
Marlene the lineup, so once
again, we were able to give
our yotinger girls some experience.
"I thought Candy Jackson
'did a good job off the bench
and showed a lot of poise and
leadership and Krista Russell
contributed well on the boards
and had A good game defensively. We had some people
picking up the slack and that
really helped us," Fisher
added.
Murray outrebounded
Mayfield 40-38 with Alexander
pulling off 14 rebounds while
Simmons and Russell each
'
had six.
"We really had good board
play from Tonya Alexander
and Simmons played some
physical ball on the boards.
I'm really proud of our girls.
We have turned it around. At
one point, we were just 2-6 on
the season," Fisher added.
The game with Fulton
County tonight will begin at
8-:-30 p.m. in the Tiger gymnasium. Murray has lost twice
previously to the Pilots this
season. It will be "Murray's
last action before entering
Fourth District -Tournament
play next week.
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SAN ANTONIO,Texas(AP)
— San Antonio Spurs' guard
James Silas got his legs back
Thursday night and for a
moment it was as if the
Basketball
American
Association had never died.
Silas, considered one of the
ABA's best guards, shook off
the persistent knee problems
that have plagued him for two
years and scored 15 points as
San Antonio took a 118-105
Basketball
National
Association victory over
Atlanta. It was the only NBA
game played Thursday.
The 29-year-old Silas hit 11
of his points in the second
period and played 17 minutes,
his longest stint of the season.
He had played a mere 78,
minutes in 15 appearances this
season,. averaging only two
points per game.
He has scored more than
7,000 career points and hit
.2,000 points. — an average of
._„ 2.8 — during the., 1_975-76
season, San Antonio's last, in
the noirdefunct ABA.
P

Junior High
Tourney Set
For Next Week

wit

RICKY GARLAND of the takers corns off the back, sehlohos
for Jimmy.Lamb, and came through with 10 points in an excellent effort. Here, the Laker junior mingling drives on the
brook.

UCLA Rips Oregon State
To Claim League Crown
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WE
MAKE
HOUSE CALLS.
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DON'T FORGET
TRENHOLMS'
NOW HAS
KY. LAKE
CATFISH

We'll come over and give advice on what to do to
stop energy waste at your house. This is a free-home
energy survey we're offering to anyone who requests it.
A trained energy advisor will come to your home and
do a thorough inspection; then he'll advise you on
specific things you can do to stop energy waste.
You may be eligible for, an interest-free loan to
improve your attic insulation. And have up to 36
months to repay.
Call or stop by our office today to request our free
house call.

Every
Fri. & Sat. Nits
Tall Como Ss.Ns!

•

Restaurant Hours"
Mon-Thurs 5 a.m.-4 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.5 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Sundays8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Murray Eledric System
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winning streak for the Lobos.—
By KEN RAPPOPORT
While Judlcins' 28 points and
AP Sports Writer
In the Pacific-8 Conference, Matheney's 25 were the tall
nobody does it better than the figures for Utah, teammate
Michael Gray clinched the
UCLA Bruins,.
Since the early 1960s, the game with a free throw with
Bruins have been the seven seconds .remaining.
Marvin
Mexico's
evergreens ot that Far West. New
league and Thursday- night, Johnson_led all scorers with 29
another Pac-8 gasketball race points. Clyde Austin scored
'came to the end of the trail -14 points, inclittlink a driving
with the inevitable conclusion. layup with 20 seconds,to boost
A 96-58 rout of flu-stricken North Carolina' State past
Oregon State provided the North Carolina. • Austin's
mighty Bruins with their 12th 1245.kt. gave the.Wolfpack a68straight conference title and 67 lead and its eventual
their 15th in the last 16 years. winning points.
The only time they have
The injury-riddled Tar
missed was in the 1965-66
without
Heels, playing
season,_
regulars Phil. Ford; Mike"I'm very, very elated to O'Koren and Rich Yonakor,
win the Pac-8 title." said dropped into a tie with Duke
UCLA's Gary Cunningham, a for first place in the Atlantic
protege of the legendary John Coast Conference. The Tar
Wooden and a winner in his Heels and Blue Devils,, both
first season as head coach. with 8-3 conference records,
•"We played an excellent game will meet in Chapel Hill
and had a lot of respect for Saturday to decide the
OSU. I'm sure the flu hurt regular-season league title.
them." .
'David Greenwood's 23
Kelvin Ransey scored seven
points and a blinding fast straight points in the first two
break were obvious pluses for minutes of overtime to spark
the Bruins, but Cunningham Ohio -State over Minnesota.
underscored defense as the Ransey finished with 26 points
key for his team.
to help the Buckeyes avenge
. Three upsets marked their worst loss of the season,
Thursday night's play as Utah a 25-point beating at MinIMATEIRD
edged fifth-ranked New nesota.
fg ft pf tp
0 2 2 2, Mexico 95-92; North Carolina
Earvin Johnson and Greg
• 5 1.511
State defeated eighth-ranked Keiser teamed for.30 points to
4 0 3 11
5 5 3 15
North Carolina 72-6,7 and Ohio lead
State's
Michigan
0 0 2 0
State whipped No. 19 Min- conquest of Northwestern.
2 0 2 4
0 1 0 1
nesota 94-87 in overtime.
Johnson scored 16 points and
1052
Elsewhere, No. 10 Michigan had eight rebounds while
17 9 22 43
INIERLAY NKR
State trimmed Northwestern Keiser contributed 14 points
fg ft pf tp
66-56 and No. 20 Louisville and nine rebounds.
1 2 5 4
2 19
9 1
battered Ball State 104-84.
Darrell Griffith scored 25
0 4 3 4
Jeff Judkins and Buster points and Rick Wilson added
2 3 3 7
5 0 5 10
Matheaey combined for 53 .18 as Louisville defeated Ball
0 2 4 2
points as Utah handed New State. Louisville scored the
0 0 2 0
17 12 72 46
Mexico its firgt Western first 12 points, including four
5 9 17 13-43
Athletic Conference loss this by Griffith, and Ball State was
6 12 13 15-46
season and stopped a 14-game never in the game.

Silas Paces Spurs
In Win Over Hawks

It was a close game points and led us, in that
The Calloway County girls'
basketball team has a -throughout with Lane Oak department.
"They really plijred well
-problem with free throw leading at every quarter stop.
At the end of the first period, and we may have been looking
shooting.
It's not that the Laker girls the Purple Flash led 9-8 and a little past this one to the
aren't good free throw edged to a 23-20 lead at in- district tournament," Davis
added.
•
abater& It's just that they termission.
Lone Oak increased the
One positive point about the
rarely get to shoot them.
Such was the case at Lone margin in the third frame and game was the fact sophomore
Oak Thursday night as the led 35-26 going into the final Mina Todd returned to action.
Todd was injured Ina game
Lakers dropped a 54-47 contest quarter but never did really
to the Purple Flash. Earlier in pull away as the Lakers against Marshall County last
the season, Calloway County managed to seep It fairly month. At that point, • the
Laker girls were 11-0 when
had won over Lone Oak by five close.
Besides shooting well from they lost their leading scorer.
points in Jeffrey Gymnasium.
'As has been the story since the free throw line, Lone Oak With the loss to Lone Oak;
the first of the year, the _ also shot well from the field, Calloway now stands at 12-7.
"Mina played about five
Lakers won from the field and making 22 of 36 field goal
lat from-the stripe:Calloway attempts. Terri Burton paced minutes and looked pretty
shot 50 per cent from the free Lone Oftk with 16 while Lisa good:_ She had a couple of
steals and had 10 aggressive
throw line. The only problem" Powers chipped in with 15.
was the Lakers girls had only • For the Lakers, Bose Ross points in her limited playing
two attempts in the contest. scored 14 points while Susie time. We're hoping she'll be
back to at.least half-strength
Meanwttle. Lone Oak was Imes added a dozen.
connecting on 10 of 14 from the - "They really hurt us on the by district tournament time,"
free throw line. The Lakers boards at our offensive end," Davis added.
Laker coach Marianne Davis
The district- 1111 open next
outfouled Lone Oak 17-5.
said,.
Thursday as the Laker girls
"We were able to get off will meet Marshall County at
only one shot at the basket. 6:30 p.m. in the MSU Sports
They weren't beating us that Arena. The loser of that game
badly on their boards. They will then face Murray, which
were only getting off one shot drew the bye, in Friday's
too but it _seemed like they game.
made everything they shot.
, -- --.r.aswww- -caw?
They are an outstanding
g Ft PI M
The Calloway County Junior shooting team and they had an lines
2 12
6
High Basketball Tournament on-night while we had an off- Wincheeter
0 4
2
4 4
2
Pinner
will be held Monday and night with our shooting.
0 4
2
Wyatt
Tuesday at Jeffrey Gym2 4
2
"I felt we had good play wake'
1 2
nasium at Callaway County from Kim Willie and Melissa
3 1
High School.
4 14-*
Miller and Siiiiiimes had one-Rosser
1 0 0 2
Overbey
Monday's first game will of her best games with 21 P.
0 0 1 0
Todd
begin at 6;30 p.m. and will aggressive points and that's Totals
1 17 47
feature the North girls against really a good total for a guard.
tom Oá
the East girls. Southwest drew She had several big Steals in Burton
t Pf
ft fi
lt
tl t
the bye and •wg1 pOy tbe the game.
- • ....eochtom..,. 4.• • • •
_
•3 0 2 6
windr1 fur the Wk.,at SIB '"Also,
Felicia Pinner Beardoo
2 4 2
p.m. Tuesday.
4 1j 0 9
played the second half with Elliot
10 5 54
22
•
Totals
and
East
play,
boy's
In
four fouls and did an excellent
II 12 I 19-47.
Southwest will play At ap: job. She had 30 aggressive l
C ete=
9 14 12 19-54
proximately S p. m. Monday. a.
North drew the bye and will
play the winner in the second
Free For The Asking!
game Tuesday for the title.
Cheerleading competition
write
will be held Monday :with the
squads putting on halftime
routines.
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Admission will be $1.50 for
for
dollar
one
adults and
students.

401 Olive - Murray, Ky.-42011,
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Livingston Chugs Past
Foul-Plagued Callowqy

By'The Associated Press
SOUTH Louisville 104, Ball St84
N CarAlilla es_
Vandalia
Butler
44,
W Virginia St 94, Fairiiiont
87,OT
MIDWEST
Cleveland
St
57,
Youngstown St 56
Indiana 58, Wisconsin 54
Michigan 107, Illinois 96
Michigan St 66, Northwestern 56
Ohio St 94, Minnesota 87,OT
St. Louis 82, Memphis St 80
S Dakota Tech 102, Ilakota
St 66
S Illinois 93, Bradley 82
Wichita St 68, Drake 59
SOUTHWEST
. Arkansas Col 71, Hendrix 70
Ceni Arkansas 63, S
Arkansas 52
Evangel 79, School of
Ozarks66
Henderson
61,
ArkMonticello 52
FAR WEST
Brigham Yung 73, TexasEl Paso 64
__Long ReAph St 741„_Papjhe78,,
OT
Nev-Reno 70,Santa Clara 65
N Arizona 79,Idaho 72
Oregon 43,S California 41
San Diego St 81, San Jose St
SWEEPING THE WARDS - LIAM senior Mere Derma polls
77
down this rebooed while Away Land (41) has his eyes dosed
Stanford 81, Washington 74
for some must. Darnell did not score bat bed several key
*UCLA-96,Oregon St58 defensive days sed di. Mt the beards well diving his playing
IT.of_San Francisco 87,..SL
•
Marys81
orattvlistortymaroarondent
Utah 95, New Mexico 92
Weber St 80, Gonzaga 63•

Racer Tracksters Enter
Nine At Illinois Meet

Tournaments

CIAA
Hampton- Inst 78, Fayetteville 75
Johnson C. - Smith 89,
Nine members of the Mertyn Brewer. The Racer
Elizabeth City 85
Winston-Salem 79, Virginia Murray State track team will distance medley team of Keith
Norfolk St 81, Livingstone 61 Invitational Classic this
weekend in Champaign, Ill.
SWAC
Many of the participants
Miss Valley Pa,Texas So 76
from
the 35 competing schools
Southern 93, Prairie View
in the classic have either
Alcorn St 86 Grambling 73
qualified for the national
SIAC
Florida A&M 77, Tuskegee championships or have been
within striking distance.
71
Lane 64, Knoxville 76 - - Running ,in -the two-mile
Albany St, Ga 75, Bethune- relay for Murray will be
Patrick Chimes, David
CoCkrrian 69
Warren, David Rafferty and
Morehouse 93,Fisk 87
OUR PLUMBING
DEPARTMENT
IS COMPLETE!

We stock o wide selection of
tubular brass items Check our
low prices.

its starters on the bench with spread being 56-51 when Laker center.
three fouls and the Lakers Jimmy Lamb scored from 15 Livingston took its first lead
were plagued all evening, feet at the 4:30 mark.
of the half with 2:16 left when
In the old movies,.anytime a =winding up with a 26-13 lead in
Just a minute before that, jumping jack William Hill

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor,

train went uphill, it made a the personal foul department,
chugging sound: chug-a-lug,, one statistic nobody wants to
chug-it-111g.
lead.
• Livingston _Central-had- an
The officiating wasn't oneuphill trudge Thursday
sided actually. It was just
but thanks to the chug-a-lug terribly inconsistent and some
performance of Chug Black, things that were fouls on one
the Cardinals made it over the end of the floor were- things
top of the hill and derailed like walking violations or
visiting Calloway County 66- simply sore backs.on the Other
60.
end of the-floor.
Black, a bulky 6-3- senior
Early in the second half, the
who resembles a -railroad
bouncer or -detective more Lakers went to a nine-point
than he does a beeketbau lead at 40-31 and appeared to
player, was the key figure for be in command. But 6-5center
the Cardinals, a power in the Daryl Bushrod was whistled
for his fourth foul at the 3:37
Second Region.
After betrirshtit oat-tor-the -market the third period then a
first three quarters, Black minute later, senior forward
went to the offensive boards Gene Lockhart picked up his
and helped fuel a Cardinal fourth personal.
A 35-footer at the horn by
rally that prevented the
Lakers from sweeping the Glen Olive gave the Lakers a
two-game series between the 46-41 edge after three periods
-of play.
two schools.
Then Chug Black took over.
Of course in the old movies
-scripts-when-there-are trains,- No--scored-the first -basket of
involved, whistles play a the last frame on a tip, then
major role. And the whistles after Olive hit from 25 feet,
certainly played a big part in Black again scored on a tip.
the win by Livingston Central. The Lakers lead went from
By late in the first half, three to five on five different
MICiwareamitylind-threePf- - OCC8S10t1S-i. -the-last-five-point

Mitch Johnston- and -Jerry
Oillin will run on Saturday.
Axel Leitrnayr will compete in .
the -high juinp, Warren and
Rafferty in the 1,000 meter
run, and Brewer and Chimes
in the mile run.

Lamb and Olive picked up
their fourth fouls within a span
• of eight seconds.
Black's final two baskets did
the most damage. He scored
on a five-footer to trim the
Laker lead to 56-53 then came
back with a 10-footer at the
3:23 mark and the Lakers led
by just one.
Then at the 3:05 mark, the
turning point came when
Black did an "Oscar" performance in drawing a charge
• on Bashrod, the fifth in the
the silk-smooth
game on

Cate Predictions
SeseNNI•VO
Austin
at
RAY by eight
Middle at WTRN by seven
Morebeed at EASTERN by 30
EAST 1ENNE1WEE at Tech by sex
MO Medi
Carlisle at CALLOWAY by four
Union Canty at TILGIOUN by seven
- • 1111sedgg tom
Mareheod-o1-11AST IWNNEISSRE by
Senionifeard:.113-310Ve, t13-36
ached.

Destined To Lose
NEW LONDON,Conn.(AP)

-The Mali shouted at them to
stop, but the two youngsters
carrying stereo equipment
from an apartment ignored
the orsler and ran. They didn't
know the futility of their dash.
'The man screaming atthem
was Amby Burfoot, winner of
the 1968 Boston Marathon.
The 31-year-old Burfoot was
'watching his baby while his
wife jogged with the family
dog. He heard a noise in the
vacant apartment'downstairs
and gave chate when he.saw.
the youngsters.

Both the two-mile and
distance-medley relay teams
and high - jumper Leitmayr
have qualified for the NCAA
National Indoor Championships in Detroit-Mareh 1011.
Murray placed second in the
Ohio Valley Conference indoor
track championships last
Thursday and Friday. The
Racers' 91 points fell three
points short of conference
champion Austin Peay. Peay
nipped Murray by inches in
the final track event - the mile
relay.

through
Speeding
snowdrifts and tiack yards and
over fences, Burfoot caught
one youngster who glowed
police the way to two others.
"I kept screartling I'd catch
them," said Burfoot. "Fortunately, he was more scared
than I was."

getting his second foul while,
Lockhart picked up his third
just three minutes into the
quarter and Olive His third in •
popped in a 15-footer. Then the final seconds.
Calloway led 32-29 when
with 1:51 left, after Randy
M-cCallon had missed- a Olive made his third-feel beta - jumper for the Lakers, • 40-footer by McCallon at_the
buzzer avethe-takers a 34-29
Lockhart fouled out and Ricky h
edge.
Ringstaff pumped in two free
Though the Lakers were on
throws to give Livingston
the short end of the score,they
Central a 59-56 lead.
Again, the Lakers failed to were probably a lletter team
convert and Ringstaff came but just couldn't keep
ox
reybilt dy in the game to
back down the floor with a epvre
razzle-dazzle move, going
behind his back and down the _ _ . Bushrod and Olive each had
lane for a wide-open bucket 14 points for the Lakers while
and the Cardinals led 61-56 McCallon had fit and-Garland- with 1:23 left and had the win 10. For the Cardinals, Who are.
17-8 on the season, hotwrapped up.
Olive became the third shooting senior guard Ricky
Laker starter to foul out as he Ringstaff had 19 points as did
exited in the final seconds and 6-3 forward Gary Blaine.
Calloway, 11-8 on the
reserve Ricky Garland even
season, hosts Hickman County
had four fouls.
"We played very well," tonight and Carlisle County
*
Clayton Saturday to end regular
Laker . --coach
season play.
Hargrove said.
CALLIMUIT MOM
'Any time you go on the
.
M
road and play against a good Oben
7_
Ai.
4 4 2 13
club, especially one you've ?keened
6 2 5 14
Suebrod
beaten already_ you .can't be Lamb
3545
4.
20 00 51 0
too disappointed when you Lackhard
Darne
ll
Totais
play well and lose. "We feel Garland
5 0 4 10
d
27
like our foul trouble evenpally took US out of the game.
fs ft vi Ip
Not only that but we couldn't Ringataff75
tell if something was going to Johnson.
2 0 2 4
..
4 -0 3
be a foul or not. That took us
7 5 211
out of our normal defense.
4 0 2 II
Hill
2 3 1 7
"I felt our bench play was Klmbro..
0 1 0
really outstanding. If-it hadn't
IS ;14 12 sit "Total
12 n ,1-13 14-19
Callaway
been as gpod as it was, we'd
12 17 '12 35-411
Livingtoff
been out of the game early. We
Preliminary Calloway 61-55
just didn't check Black off the
boards in thilast quarter and
MISS YOUR PAPER?
we slacked , up an our defense," Hargrove added.
Sebeereers lobe have set
- Calloway looked extremely
received *sir beme-delvered
tough in the first half and in
espy .4Th. IMMvey Ledg;ir
the first period, it was
These by 530 p.p. Ilimsay•
Bushrod who dominated the
Friday et by 3:30 p.m. se Wyegame. Three times, Lockhart
Mays ere tamed re all 753-1916
fired passes inside to Bushrod
between 5:30 p. ts. mod 6 p.m.,
whoscored on all of the plays.
themiry-FrIdey. er 31$0 p.m.
But, with just-2:23 left in the
esill 4 p. re. Isterdeye. te Immo
first period, Aw,Lamb was
&leery et The errepoper.
whistled for his third personal
rwest be plumed by 6 p.m. meaand was on the bench the rest
te
ds,. as 4 p.m. Servrdeys
of the half. Bushrod spent a
gemrestee delivery.
couple of minutes on the bench
in the second period after

•

fl07*
ll/o
-Free

In what head Coach Bill
Cornell described as "a super
effort by all of our team,"
Murray won four first-place
finishes, one second, four
thirds, three fourths, two
fifths and three sixths.

Out Of Lineup
BOSTON - Boston Bruins
goaltender Gerd, Cheevers,
who was injured in Tuesday's
National Hockey League
game at Denver, will be lost to
the club indefinitely. He iys
suffering from a torn ligament
in his right knee.

5.6,,•••••41.

C.

•••t• :•,

IKtm

UNDERCUT - Daryl Bushrod (24) of the takers goes to the
offends. beards for a tip try and et the some time, is undercut by o Livingston Control player. Inshrod hod 14 points,
10 in the first period, and hod he been 'Mowed to ploy a little
instead of being watched too closely by tito officials, he would
have scored many more.

Insured Principal
and Interest Payments

insured municipals
income trust

(keit Pbetes by Mice Dremlee)

Which
gets better
mileage?

AA Rated
'by
This rating is due to an insurance policy mad
MG IC IN DE MNI T Y COR FORA T I ON and relates only
to the bonds in the portfolio and not to units of the Trust
The insurance does not remove the market risk since it
does not guarantee the market value of the units.

MONTHLY.QUARTERLY
SEMIANNUAL PLANS
* 71sts represents the net annual yoterest income
based upon the semiannualclistribunon plan, after
annual expenses, divided by the public &toren, price
The yield will vary with changes in what amount
•

1 Tha terms of theinsurance pel.CY ite
fLYHY
described in Oh* prospectus No nspresentahon .5 Made
as tolhe insurer's ability to meet its commitments

••Portions of this return may be subtect
to state or local taxes

ARO Plan
Automatic Reinvestment Option
Opportunity for qualified unit holders to automatically
reinvest interest and principal) pnXit•Ch in a
reinvestment series at higher yields than
the general publsc offerrne

R A/1
First of Michigan Corporation
OM
%timbers New York'

VOLKSWAGEN DOES IT AGAIN

Series

Murray, Ky.

iii,

I

The new Rabbit Diesel
Limited Supply Now In Stock

800 Chestnut

l xi hang,-

Woodmen Bldg. / Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-9476-

If you guessed the 'Honda Gl-1000 you were almost right It get.
40,mpg.! If you guessed the new Rabbit Diesel, you get a perfect sCore.
According to EPA estimates it gets 52 mpg on the highway and 39 in
the city with a standard traoSmisstotl. Mileage may vary depending on
how and where-you drive, optional equipment on&your car's condition

Carroll•VW-Audi, Inc.

I.

20
LAUNCHING TWO - Randy McCollon swished *is sly* from
abed 20 foot eat on dm lift wing. Winding' ore Ricky
Riegstaff(22)and Gory Moine(34)fat Livingston Control.

A Prospectus containing more
A/triplets. information about .1
the IM IT Fund, including all
charges and expenses will be •
sent upon receipt of the coupon ill
Read it carefully before you41
invest Send no money

,
,,..•.
Tn.* .1 ...wt..... on et.* to too no. •.01, ,•,...., o.
-.
awn as. 1.,...1.1.) ...rant,,./Waling 0, lJ, I .^
4 ono,.4.**. *no ...4******A•• ••••• 6*.n*.... MOM 'Wes n ..,,1.•
o,twod
.
/
,
.....V ,e11.
'
.t"
U.

•4[

[]Yes:I am Int•restod in Tax-Free Money.
Please send me a free ilS4 IT prospectus

S.st•

On.m•,
nOne

ut..noos ftlone
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..Attend

. White's Camper Sales
Your Authorized STARCRAFTir Dealer

a.i0...4. pf...ewy
.
w.sp

Open 9-9

Bel-Air Center

K

Acres Of
Free Fitirking

Mon Sot.

1-6 Sun.

Shop for The

753-8777

Entire family

Gomel/ Bayd-Owasr
L Crompkite katematic Traiiiiissisa Service
-Front End Alepsemat
-Complete Tsma-Up & Repair Service209S.7111

751-1751

Regularly

BURGER
QUEEN

6 am.-11130 sm.

11
/
2 Mock E. of S. 12th

FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Phone 753-1489

OIERRY CORNER
-...MorningigorshipEvening Worship
-•
-

,

4o.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

•

Meeting, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8tb S. Chestnut

753inig

,_...,

A_

_ ,

...,..

.

'

.
.. !Z.

753-3914

mold fungus

_

. .. _

- •-,

tntilekti
It

-

.....

Fried tkiektig

Finger Lickin' Good"

Try Our Delicious Beef sad Ham Samdwiches
Sycamore at 12th

Call in Orders 753-7101

Murray Cablevision

4 t--f-'

H

-

Phone 753-500S
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. -Murray

.

clo.thes

.

_

.._.

. ..

)

,
753-0400
'

Farmer's Grain &

-

Seed Company.

„.

-I

--

94 East -

...,

• * -'
'
_ ...
.„tr.;- .-

Railroad

'Ian Boaz '- Owner

Ave.

753-3404

..
,

3,
,,,, z

.

.
'

--....,

.'"
sf
.1

Fu'i era/
'4,,,
.;

rtilWarrn., .- •
7700 p.m.

1

500N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
--

'.;•Viiii**:914V,1?-

itOna.m. •
6:15 p.m.

:•••;i:.t./

: 4.

S:4

. -''
,...,
..4-.

0

•
.1,.. --,-

'

Trenholm s Drive-In

\
\.

J.C. & Co.

-

•

-4...

•
Chicken Pizza Spaghett;
s
l.t..
J riChes Sie,akS-Condwirhec

. -

-

-

1206 Chestnut'
.

Nazarene -

mimosa •

.

.
'

Love is
An Image Of God

. .ii.lii.:
17
---..; ..
'-

•

For All Occasions
Arrangements - House Plants

Flowers

FTD

-'
'
.4.•

11:00 a.m.
645p.m.

Shieley's Florist &
Garden Center

:-

•

'

t

''••,:,
4,

,

..
r ,

meat

Methodist
.

MURRAY
c A ,-......#
enk•••••1
• 9.45a.m
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
N.Y PS. Worship
3:16p.m.
Eyeri.okwontto, ... „ _ . -... . 6:110p,m.
ittedneay worship*
7-00p in

.

, CV"

-...A
n
,
.
Y

Worship
-

Old Carriage House

HAZEL MITNODIST

.
Worship

11:00

.

Optut Mon. thrv Tburs. 7 con.-11 p.m.
hi..24 gears • Sat. 7 am..4 0.1'.
Closed Sunday

MASON'S CRAPE!.

,,N,

mme

.,.
( :4
7

1
iiz
Roust
_

753-0303

309 N. 16th

10:410-

•

,

m

..

PALE3711111UNIEID
•
10 a.m.
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Ears.hip Service 11 a.m., 1st Sunday,
.
10:45 a.m.&6 p.m.
Morning Worrhip...
11:,,,Xam:
10:00
a.m
3rd
Sunday
Sunday
School
Evening Worship
7:30/Lin. _ Sunday School
10:izu a.m.
0: a.m.,2nd & 4th '
Eyening Worship . ., -Cki
,
LOCUST GROVE
WM MURRRY. '
Ouarrty Used Cars
•
w
Non
Y
P
eeda
.S.
W
yoeveu
worsh:A
srli
rvice._ CRAPR UNREEL
rshiping
•
an: - --6
5:
: :pJu
Morning Worship
11:00 a.M.
iloroing worship
10:50 a.m.
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
Reasonably Priced
COO p.m.
Evening Worship
7:x P-m:
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
Joe Todttand Lorry Hole
UNION GROVE
-GOOD SHEMIERD UNITED
'
Sundayfichoot •
Pr
10:50
a m.
,
1,Morning
6
Worship
,
Worship
Service
--11:30
a.m.
753-2814
507
So.
12th
Morning Worship
rn
44 '"U"a',n.
Evening Worship
' 6:00p
Sunday School
11:00am..
MEM"MISSIONARY UPTIST
SIVEIMI A POPLAR
flIDIPENDENO
UNITED
...
a.M.
wonhipservice
1:00
40 pa IT
rn
. sunday se
lltinn
BERT
I 1 CUMBERLAND'Sunday School •
10:oo a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m- &6:00 P,m•
Evening Worship
to:00 a.m.
!viorning Worship
11:00a.m.
Wednesday nient
7:00p.m.
Worship Service
11:00a.m.
seh00
61111NSIT UNITED
SPRING CREEK
&
Morning Servrce CCINC°1° 1050a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday
1000a.m. 1 M
9:00*
U
UMW CURCIO • Evening Worship
Sunday School
t'45 a-m:
Mrning
o
Worship
1 1:00 a.m_ '
Morning Worship
'' Your Superior Muffler
11:00a.m.
WorabiP
Service
'
11:00 a.m,
Evening Worship
PlEASAIff VALLEY
Evening Worship
•
7:X P•mMorning Worship
11:00 a.m
619so. 4th 8 Exhaust Dealer"
OAK GROVE
COLDWATER UNITED
753-6831
6:00 p.m.
ST. JOHN
Evening Worship
Swida School
-:
10:00 a m
Worship Service 11:00 a m 1st & Ind
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Worship Services.
11 am-'7Pm _ Sunday., 10:00 am
.: 3rd & 4th, Sunday
STREET
Siriday School
..
Morning Worship
16
0,00
45 a
pim
m.
muruth
- - 8 wil
orshi pugsur-- -- . -school-to:0010h. 1st& 2nd Sfinday.11:00
a.m. 3rd & 4th Sunday
Evening Worship
DEXTER BAPTIST CHUR01
9'3° a m•
11:00 a.m.
P
Wednesday Service
7:00p.m.
Evening
Worship
7:00p.m.
TEMPLE NILL UNITED
'
FRIENDSHIP
Soles IL Service - Parts
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Admire
,
I°.°° a'in•
Sun
' day School
10,00 a.m.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Worship Service
11:00a.m.
Used Appliances
Sunday School
• 11:00a.m.
-Trade-Sell
6:wis.m.
Buy
Morning Worship
11 '00 a.m.
RV . .
7:00
Church
School
striciay Nite
p.m.
nI)
tn. Worship Service
1045 a.m.
, MIST METHODIST
HAZEL CHURCH
NEW PROVIDENO
Worship
8:45 & 10:50 a.m.
-------.. 504 SO. 4th
Of CNRIST
Sunda School
753-7205
10 a.m.
Bible Study •
IMO
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Preac ' g Service
II a m
6 p. m.
A.M. Worship
10:50
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Nightly Service
e
.
_
P.M. Worship
Amp
. 6:00 Morning Worship
.
, •
1100a.in...._ .
UST'NOOD filISSIONARY-IAPRIT
- 7466 .- Morning Worship Mid-Week
II:00811i.
Sunday School .
Evening
LYNN
GROW
10:00 a_m.
.,_
Worship
7:30
p.m.
II
I
COLD WATER
--F:45a.m
Morning Worship
Worship Service
Unfinished Furniture
11:00 a.m.
morning worship
IP 50a.m.
UNITED,
CONCORD
Evening Worship
10:45 a.m
.
•
Church School
6'x P:m:
Evening Worship
6 00 p m.
Sunday
School
10:00
One Day Latex Antiquing
a.m.
wednesday Evening
7:00p.m.
MITIOODIST
BOHM
Worship
Services 11:008.m.,6:00p.m
KUM CHURCH
111.
Stains -Paints
10:00amt.
Chtreh School
Of CHRIST
CALVARY TEMPLE
11:00ans
Worship Service
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Simday School
753-3642
1'0).
"
1a •m
ml
Wun
S
orslu
daYpSch
Morning Worship
Sersnices 11:00a.m.,4p
1
a:m
m:
Evelleilig Services• Ww1hti) - 61° P.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m , Sunday 8z
.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
FIRST ASSEMBLY
Wednesdays): :_,
Akelbakaut Shou4
.
0
-•.i
Worship Service
10:00a.m
FIRST CNRISTIAN
.- OF CAD
Worship Services 10745 a.m., 7 7 00 p.m.
ALAIO
IO:00 a.m.
' DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
i
t
Bible Study
10 06a.m
&rndaY
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:00 a.m
11:00 a.m.
of Murray
Worship
MorningSelmi
4.1LA...
11.aa a.
Morning Worship
Worship
10-30a.m.
1st & Ind Sundays
7:00p.m.
11:00a.m.
"......
Evening
Sunday
•
Evening Worship
000 m
Bibile School
9:30 a.m.
7:00p.m.
1st
Ei3rd
er
4th
Sunday
,-.
Sunday
Buffets
11
to 2
Th urs. Mite
'
lill
Evening Service
6.00 p.m.
MT. NEURON
UNITED,310 IRV/U4 AVE.
-.
IIII2
l
CHURCH Of JESUS CHRIST
Hwy.
10:00
a.m.
641
Worship
Service
10:00
am.
1st
Sunday
&
.
South
Sunday School
753-5986
7:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School
- Evening Worship
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
CHAPEL11:00 a.m. ist Sunday - 1000 a.m. 2nd,
Swiday School
10:45a.m
DEWARDS
10:00 a.m. 3rd: a'Oh sandaY
School
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
11:00a.m.
MT. CARfAR
Worship Service
CHURCH
-.•."--.;
.
,
.,,,_ _.
730 p.m.
Worship Service IQ:00 a.m. Tad Sunday:
Worship
'ECening
Sunday Mass 8 a.m.. i 1 a.m.,4.30 p.m.
SpeciaNzing in Catfish Din.ners
4th Sunday, Sunday School
11:00
8:m.
__Satin-&y Mass6p.m.
FIRST UNITED
leunaw
uccEmi
,
sundav worship 10.00 s.n.i. & 7,00 rism. 1000 a.m. 1st, 3rd, 8r 4th Sunday: 11:00
We Cater To Parties
CHRISTIAN
7,00 p.m. a.m. 2nd Sunday
Tues.& Thurs.
SERVICES
WAINER OIAPEL
Hazel, Ky.
492-9785
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky.,
MAE CHURCH
Swidays 11:00 a.m. Testimony meeting
10:45
am.
Morning
Services
second Wednesday 8 p.m.
_. _1st 3rd1118
00da
KS CHAPEL UNITED
Sun
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
&
9:30 a.m
r
Watchtower
1030 a.m.
Evening
'7:00p.m
Bible Lecture
9:30 am.
2nd & 4th Sunday
11:00a.m
WYMAN'S OIAPEL A.M.E.
No Evening Worship
Worship Services 11 -00 a.M..7700 p.m.
Bible Study
Worship Service
wed. worship

II:x a•m:
6:30 p.rn.
4.

Joe Todd's Motor Sales

Repair..
Auto
Cunningham
superior
Motor Sales, Inc.

10:00

_

Ph. 474-2245

.

Sales Parts _
Mowers -Tillers -Chain Sows

Presbyterian

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
•--: - HOUSE BOAT RENTALS -:'•

Ky. Lake State Pork

.4

',146,4ii•
, - -__"

'

-

-Church of ChriSt

-surida„schooi . ..

.Kenlake Marina

.

Service 8

...
,,

. U ! ,'--;
'

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST day School
9:36a.m.
-",..._ •
--Sun-worship_
-......
i. _ • - if .00-s.40. ._
e....-- .._
. _-LONE OAK PIHMITIVE
.
1st Sunday
2:00p.m.
3rd Sunday '
• 10:30a.m.
HILLTOP BAF'T1ST
MEW
School
1000 a.m.
mornhw worship
,..,_ , II:00a.m
WorshipService
-- - -- -1-1-10-a.m. '--) EsmoiRworship
- -6:30 p.m
Evaning.Service- - ,
. --6-44npla. • - • - : • -- - • -.
1,INIVEISITY .
COLDWATER
10:30am.
Mornin,g Worship
Morning Services
. : 11:00a.m.
Evening worship_ ____-_ ,_
'Evening-ServiCes
'6:00 p.rri.

.„

We arse plastic &

.,

''.

11-:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

morning worahi
FAITIl
p BAPTIST

wood treatment for

1005.. 136 St.

--

.

.L004,,,,,__

Kelley's Termite L
Pest Control

.

...,_ .

,
.
'
.n
. • .„
r. '•.

&

4 2:a:
9&MT

- ••'. '
-..,..., ...,
_,
.,- - v.
,.

.,..

t :

s,..d.,

•1

DeVantr.s Steak
Pizza House __

.
Unfinished-Furniture
as
ions
_
All
0c'
Gifts For

..,,

•...r 1

OWENS CHAPEL
morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 5 30p.m 8r6:00 p.m.

Quality Commercial.Printing
'
808 Chestnut, Murray
f

..,

SUSAIS-880...
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:15p.m.

•

OM

.......

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

SALEM BAPTIST , Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:15p.m.

753-4832

Creative Printers, Inc.

iifil GROVE
Morning Vhirship
Evening Worship

. Blackford House

/
'V i

NEW MT. CARMEL.fAISSINARY
O
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship .
Evening worship
700 p.m.

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

7 a.m. to 11 p.m.

1804 Coldwater Rd.(121 Bypass)'7S3-8660 -

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
600p.m.

Carroll TireService
1105 Pogo'

11:00 a.m.
7:00p.m.' _

of Quality. Economy
8 Selections"

Open 7 Days

Odle dlo.. WI abea• libel prenielkore an ancomardy ilmo• due wide dlopese•
sedemi e..,.. lialwr be refers •• these wino are eessimedy espy& is eddelliee orr
,
temeeenks,•,....leill seems sm. tl• soder wild prellerdes ewe mg purr. r, he era
pardare,in r,ceee-dies am le each slier moll 1.6.1. Ire all knew melt mew odd
:--"liebilitWel, we fewl dmt thwy rwreable Gad Is libeirthillalliribitirilitlereillbet--"..
Yr eiddree el 4.4.

KIRKSEY BAPTIST
MontingiVorship
11:00-asn.
F:vening Worship
730 p.m.

Breakfast 11111,1111

6.. mi. MAW - -

UNIROYAL

Morning Worship
Etening Worship

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

. Attend Church

Fri. & Sat.

1100 a.m.
6:00p.m.
7..:00p.m. „

'Home

133-1111

John's

-Big

,

Blessed are the peacemakers:for
they shall be called the children of
God.

_
GRACE WIEST
_,_
-- 9445aMf
Sunday School
Morning vrorship
10:45 a.m.
Sinwing. EN/ening Wors. 5:30,6:00-p.m.

North 1,216. Street

Strallours
6 s. m. • lips.

WEST FORK
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

...

.

POPLAR SPRINGS
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
0130p.m.
Evening Worship

Radiator & Auto.Glass.Seryice

..

10:45a.m.
7-00 p.m.

•

NORTNSIDE
Morning Worship
11:008.m.
7:00p.m.
Evening
., Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
-, 11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Boyd's Auto Repair

wars:

Evening Worship

Ng Calimatar OIL

,
•

morning worah
nItS
ipT BAPTIST

753-7222

“We-Servioe Them Aft-lorge or Smell"

.. .

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:OD a tn.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evenuig Worship

Reference IL Inspirational Books

of Square

Tear Complete Tire Servke Center

Max Keel

•

.SCOM GROVE ,
.
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship

es & Church Supplies
Corner

Keel Purchase Tire

IN YOUR FUTURE

.

.
-Baptist
- •

eoohrncinh

.

urch
,

_ Hwy.94 Fast(4m1. East) of Murray 75370605

C')!

Ch

A N INVESTMENT

urnsTaltIltal

swore

Morris Refrigeration

Pentecostal
mons

_

Bel-Air Decor

unv

Ch risiian

Let us Entertain You
i
'l1
/
4,

Murray
Theatres

\•"'

TM MILNIMAV TWATMS

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
kr

*%.

PEOPLES BANK
Ci .

4(
• -)
v. ''''• -- .

1

1., u
Member.FDIC

500 Main

So. 12th & Story

713-3231

753-6655

it RAY

This Page Made Possible By These

IT.

Central
SShoppingTOSES

Chestnut St.
753-1215

753-7175

SundaySchool
Morning worship

1st&3rd Sunday
Ind & 4th Sunday
Evening

Supporting
Firms

A

VII

Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.
.,

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Csailltiosiostasatimr-Csaimarrial Rafriparatiem

.

..rii....

,

Mayfield Hwy.(121)

Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager

401 Olive - 753-5312

Serving Graves, Callow,, Marshall, Carlisle Commies is Hy. mid
Nary Cs., Tam,

i•

-

l

SUE

753-3540

errScrisecdt

SIGNS
.

*7$9.1661

.-

•

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Mama,
713-1323

Serving Wimp, Graves,
mid Carisle Crientias

Hendon's Service Station

*

1!1:6'

753-4351 or 247-4350

,
753-1717

Murray,Ky.. .

753-3000

CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S

Paschall Truck Lines
Rt. 4

,

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

West Ky. Rural Telephone

COMPLIMENTS

lawn & Garden Center
Murray
•

Building Blocks i Ready Mix Concrete

Phone 753-1713

Murray Electric System
,.

•

East Main Street

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
-403 Maple

The

.

Ward-Elkins

Top Geary

Tiny Tot
'' Day car.
Infants TO 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed
'
6 . 30a.m. - 5. 30 p.m.
763-1104
41/7 N. 12th

Cain-AMC
Jeep

AgrProduds
i-

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Nornet-Matmlor-Gemalin-Joisp-Paem Wagon
Used Cars
806 Coldwater Rd.
.
Pima* 753-6448

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181
Chestnut
802

41°.*

firoro:scan

6:00p.m.

Storey's
Food Giant

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 753-1319
Industrial Road

11:00e.m.
-

SundaySchoola.m.
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening
706p.m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL uwiral
Sunday School
10.00a.m
Morning Worship
11-008-th

n ''

Murray's Most Complete Department Store

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

,

sourer PLEASANT Geo*

9:15a.m.
1030a.m.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
SathatfiSchool
4
.t. 10:30 a.tn.
Worship Service
Mt.9.15a.m.

-Canter

God Is Love

BETOOK UNITED

worihip m..
1011WS EPISCOPAL
9:458.m.
Church School
11,00a.m.

irAMANInt LUTHERAN

-Go To Church Sunday

4

scurra

.

641 North - 753-2654

,i` ,.' •

r
Gallimore s Restaurant

,_...: • •

Murray Memorial Gardens

PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
Phone 753-1921

No. 4th Straat

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Phone 753-5$02

•

201N. 401 St.

•
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. Schedules For The Week Of Feb. 25 - March 3
-

KET Presents

4.1111 Ms*
7;01-Swat hinds
0:110-14016190300
10:011-KroWs
11:00- Wileholli SPR.
11:30-Am.lisedstead
12:30- WorM of Spts.
1:30-Aelplieeng
r 211111-Pr(andors
4:00-W•04.0 31015:30- NoWswetch
CM-lg.lee*
11:31-Ultio Vic
1:06-Whilt''
11°P"
PRAM
- 7:311-Op.Pottlent
11411-lavo Mel
9:00-imetesy'And
10:00- Nowsveetdo
10:M-Isearo Thud»:
'Mao Gen, Tim Bad,
a TIN Ugly"
1:00-PTI. Club
3:00- New

3:35,41a. U.S.A.

Cs-firm flipost
6:30-I
um
tbo
10:01-Rroffts
Greatest
thee-AK Shirt Story 7;gg _ goo, Dmi
11:XI-Am.Indoteed
Mammy
17:7,_soy ft soy
7:30-Globetrotters
I As_ silo* of • sag_ psa puesber
1:Ian
10111.1a.,,,y Pods 1
M-*to
AffairIssig
Nitwits s
2:30-leviers Tour
111:3111-Spece Soot.
440- World of Mts.
11:111-teed of last
5:30-N...
11:31-made,
COO-tevernme Thilk
12:4I_ goy Nolo
740-06111s IIIPPRMill
12430-11apes Dobbs
7:30-0p. Ponieost
1:01-1144•1111111 Ks,
gig _ Lo
"goof
et Tom
0:00-01,2
•11 1•20010
3:1111-111eskothells Misswag _ Ism
' issippi et l511 '
11,17_gowy
5:00-Purse, Wegner
1110_ gock comoore
313D _ Noise,musk
6:61-Seno et 6
6:30-Inf.Nesieviis
7:1111- Meek %mai
1sertdi
:00-Movio: "Colon
be: Mao Ale • Pewhet Ifirmdsr,"
10:110-Srmas et 111
111:31-Set. Night Ulm

,--

February 27 - Parch 3

Horowitz Concert

.
- WM-6_

wrif-5

• W3M-4

7:00-loporfilwila
caD...iiiiDilDwi

.

.

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY

•
,
worif„.2 - - -- . WSIL-84.---

TINE

KET
ternationally
celebrated
pianist Vlactunir Horowitz ill
an hour-long White House
concert Sunday, February 26
9 p.m.(CT)
at 10 p.m.

645-Weather Infs.
6:10-Sese4n Seas.
117111-lestrin Sew
7:11-,Noss
limeg
4:30-N,,.
740-ibissis Itmegos„,,k, smgert
76111-ideseicitesgss
7:M-Spied flow
7:M-40•1 boggy r 7:M1-660betrottors,
MN-WA kW,
1:40- Begs Bon"
%II-Pik Panther
9131-InesemiTerum
1040-Peep Pests &
9:34-1enemenorzeo
10130-leis
1110wIts
10:311-isis
11:1111-Fut Alien
10:311-Shiri Lewis
11:00-Fet Abort
11:311-Speco
I I:M-Specs Amide*
11:011-tad of lost
12:011-Spellight
Massya
O
_ _ ,- - soder
12:00-Mr. Mega,
11
30-tn
Moots
12:311-lenseeten
11:00,-/ene Isport
12.31-Pie Clty 5
12:30-Atop ths Fen
1:00-Pubic
Poky
I:SO-News Cad.
Fenn
coped
1:M-toss Inger
100_ Coop sookoy.
2:00- Tour Tors
24.-Sim
belHly. vs. Tun
"
2:30-Affeirs Fenn
"FY
2:39-ineesiels
.3AS,CAW -2101681....23._%.4isai
3:00-India Meal*
big crweiyoo yy„
4:00-Sports
SpecSANI-C11.111/4111.9
"
tutelar
S.I.U.
SAS-Novo*
' 5:00- Nein
5:1111-Mmetep •
6:411-lime Neer
5:30-Mews
5:30-N.,.
3:00-341f/ww•T
6110-New
6:00-No•Iner
7:10-Penmen
600-kcasetv
9:1111-Kelek
7:1111- Bionic Women
3:30-Mad,
10:011-lbws
1:00- Movie "Coln*
040-WM
10:30-Guesmollo
. bo-Meke Ms • Per10:-New,3rs
feet Mir*" •••
10:311- Genus*
12:011- Muria
"Tho
- -10:10- News
11:30-11esholikese N.
04:41•11•4"
10:3D_Dolowy ago of
12:1111
-Good flows
r
Digiw000"some12:30-00th This

4:25
1130
5:00

(Er),

5:30
-6:00
•
6:30

"Horowitz at the White
House" celebrates the golden
jubilee of the musician's
American debut and marks
only the second time in his
career that he has agreed to
perform for a television
audience..
Following
a
welcome
delivered by President Jimmy
Carter, Horowitz plays works
by .Chopin, Mozart and
Schumann for some 250 guests
assembled in the East Room
of the White House. Jim
Lehrer,' co-anchor of the
"MacNeil-Lehrer
Report,"
(seen on KET weeknights at

7'0o
8:00

'11/EgDAY
Feb. 28

Bab. 27
'
A
moon
Devhtional
A Better
A6
NEW 11
Advances
Health &
Focus an
Energy
Sign-off

s-

600-Christopher Onimp
630,News
7:1- Wm Athletes
1
7:15-Ustee
7:M- Nereid of Troth
$AO-Ghost liestors
1:30- Weds
11:110-10 Sept
0 11110-Cassie Wen
111:41-Fses the Neale
11:1111- This is Uf•
11:3111-lemp Veto'
12:110-Chsd. tenons
12:45-IMAlluskothell
3:1111-1•Okis Glossae
5:04- Vinunet
'
Sal/-News
5:310- News
CM-Sixty Mientos
740-Bhp*
7:M-On Dor Owe
11:40-All ke Feet*
11:311-Alico
9:1111,-fared Bormitt
10:10-New.

,
itlf
4
L

6:58-Ferse Digest
7:11111-Damis
'
7"
4 -- Ms*
"
*f Ww•
1:00-lans twins
1:M-J0W01:13.•
7:311-Annieglirete '
-0
48_Dupil Ds.
IWO-kern
:
11:00-Uttio ilesads
tsag-grow
gran 3:30-11ushv110 Goopol
WO-Dun Stooges
9tM-Dey if Disc
0P11
9:30-Rol Nembersi
10:30-Aids, Amin 0130-Mo..ha*
10:30-Woodman Bop11:01-11seeld of Truth
tist
11:00-Mons a An.
10:30-CRRI.',wall,
11:30-Tea. M.417
11:34-,-Dbastises,
11100-awl300.c2no'
12:00-New
Nub- 12:110-Dee
II:IA-MO tho Press
fie*
Aims
1200-Pop Country
12:311-6•Marive
12:30-1111 Demos
12:31i- Nee* Fore*
1:1111-3epersters
1:00-Seporsters
2'15-US Box* n. 1:00-01,110RIT Dew
2:15_t.*,ms.,
nik worm
1:31-Spertmvorid
2:30-lawromm We
3:11M-Beskethell: Mir.
315-Spurt. Meg.
3:30-Movie: "boy 3:30-lurid 10 Sits.
gents ed Notre Dew
CA Ma,Mr. Tibbs"
540-SemanyInes
5:30-1111dIthsdem
5:30- WU Kirks
. im_ Do*sire
5:30-News
.
6:00- Nancy Drew
7:1111-Now The Wort 640-NNW: "MR
7:00-Now The Wort
Dim ID„
ugly DueliskeedWes Wee •
11:00-Movie - "tin s. 3:00-PTI1MT1 IIR)
1:00- Movie: TIM
Lis Die,
111:1111-111, Tvoet
III:30- Mein&
Do 10:00-lbws
10:011-Scon me 111
10:30-Movie:"Drew
10:15-700 Cieb
11:01- Wreath:,
rim Pena's"
12:110-Now Ufa
_ 12:11-Soesed Oty
_...
Di
sy

i'fiiiifffigfff=f;iffiffrffisf'
1 lb

IAD-Dim bop
7:30 _
if Dim

KFVS-12

DAYTIME
SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
_.. TV,
WSIL-3

WNGE-2

WSM-4

,
'KFVS-12 •

WPSD-6

wriF-5

6,00-Sunrise
6:30-Breskfest Show
7.00- News
1:00-f,apt. Keegan
900-Tattletales
r 9:30-Pike isitilit
10:30-Lore of Life
10:55-News
11:00- ToorigfRestioss
11:30-Sunk For Tom.
12:00-Farm Picture
12:05- News
12:30-World Turns
1:30-Guiding light
2:30-In the Famly
3:00-Notch Goose '77
3:30- mmillms
4:00-tittle Rascals
4:30- Andy Griffin
5:00-Tel the Trott
5:30-News
6:00-News

5:IS Cogent! Journal 6:15- Weather
S:M -Cori Tenon
625-.Arthur Smith
6:54-Pester Speaks
610-New,
7:00-Today
.
7:00-Singing Coin
-2:00-TARRY
7:23-5cone Ted*
7.30-- alioniogs on 5
941/3-"Ssifsrd
7:31- Today '
..•
9:
30-1101Wor
Rem
3:00-Copt. Kangaroo
4:25-Seen Today
9:55-Under
9:00-Tattletsles
1:30-Today
10:00- Wheil/Forivne
9:00-Damon
,
:30- Fria'is MOH
10:30-Knocked
10;g0_ whoa of for. 10:30- leviet Life
11:00-Say Nis Lout
11:00- ne Restless
Iwo
111:30-Goes Stew
11:30-.Search-for Tom 12:00-News
1030-Baseluese
11:00-Tel the Truth
11300-5o1 nest
12:30-Our Livel
1140-goon sow
12:30-The World Terns 1'30-D°thirs
2:00- An. World
1:30- Guirfing light
12:30-Our Uves
3:00-For Richer
3:30-All in the Foungy
3,30_ Gilligan
1:30-Doctors
3:00-Monsters
2:00- Anther World
4:00-Partr4dge Fem.
3:30- Oilfgen
311*-For Odin
4:30-Indy Mena
3;30- Alickey Nana
5:00-Nun
4:00-0110PP PTP
4:30-Doris Day
5:30-News
4:00- Deaver
4;70_ My Throe soy
6:00-News
5:00-Miry Moore
5:30- News
, 5:61- Bouffant
6:00- News
5:30-SC News
6110-Seam es 6

.
6:00-Good Morn. Am.
7:30-0.1.Sow
$:30-Groin Acres
9:00- Moniegvnack
10:00-Nippy 0•74
10:30-Family Feed
I 1:00-113wor Sox
11:30-Ryas lion
121110--4111 lay Chihkee
1100-$20fli00P1tamit
1:30-One Ws
2:15-0•11011114041041
3:00-Edge of Night
3:30-Imal %ma
4:00-11001111111
5:00-Fatly Affair
5:30-ABC News
6:00-Nowsuatch

minims
7:00-Good
Am. .
9:00-700 Club
. 10:30-Foe* Feed
11:00-Bettor Sox
I 1:30-*yens Non
12:00- All My Cleildroe
1:00-120,000 Pyresoid
wig_soo gyo
245-Goieseed Nosplist
3:00-Edge of Night,
3:30- lit.Th
SIGN
Theatre
3:30-F-Deo A'chin
4:00-I-WoNys WortsieRP
4:30-F.Soul Train

5:53-lihrthe Des:
cm2osipis beery

5

TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WIGE-2

,

6:30- Nowswetch
7:00-51: Mks$ Mee
1:110- Movie: TVA
10:00-M.,.,..,.,.cb
10:30-Palo.Story
1 1:30-Spete: 11999
12:30-In Chob
2:30-Nowwitifdi

• WSIL4

WSM-4

5:30-Cactus Pots
4:15-News
6:30- News
7:110-21 Mike $ Men
MO-Movie - "Seca
Good Friends"
10:111- Mows
10:30-Pike Story
11:37-An.Prelims &
Chef.
12:00-News

7:00- Me Noon
1:00-- Movie "woos
Chow"
WOO-Saes at I*
10:31-Keel*Sow
12:00- Tomorrow Stow

-

•WTVF4

WPSII-6

• KFVS-12

6:30- Crosswits
7:00- Goodtimos
7:30-bey I'm Sock
11:00-S1C Bashothell
(Ni. vs. Ms.)
10:00-News
10:30-UT. lieskothell
(V.T. vs. %My)
12z00-News
12:311- Moth
"Vim
Ryan Express"

6:30-Pep Country
7:01-Unto Noon
$:00- Movie "Lou*
Cheops"
1000-News
10:30- Tosight Show
12:00-Tosser-u,Show

6:30- Meppot Show
7:00-00o0 Tian
1:30-Ruby, l'es leek
11:00-14*A"S'N
1:30- On Day
5:00- Lou Greet
10:00-News
10:30-Movie "Screws
of the Wolf"
12:30-Mows

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY

186

WNGE-2

WSIL-3

6:30-Truth or Coes.
7:00-Nappy Days
7:30-tavern IL Min
3:00-This.'. Company
$:30-Femily
:
,:io-Seep
10:00-Nowneetch
10:30- Ilarona
11:30-Movie: TSA
1:00-PT1 Oeb
3:00- Nownetca

5:30-Cactus Pon
6:15- News
6:30-10110
1:00-Nippy rairfl
7:30-lamores A Shirley
11:00- Throe's Cowpony
3:30-Sep
P:00-Fly
10:10-New.
10:30- Tentley Movie
12:00-News

WSM-4
7:00- Proosione The
Check Barris Rob Nei
Show
l:00-1Ie horst: "lose
Chap"
10M0-S6Mo et 10
10:30- height Show
12:00- Toworrovi Show

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6:30- CrosswIts
7:00-Chid. Of Sexes
7:30-Shioids a Tema
0:00-Movie "Name=
Fens"
10:25-Nom
10:35-Itesitiss
11:55-News

6:30-$12$,100 Qtrosti•
se
2:40-Cbw1 Berris
3:00-Ill howl "loon
Clemego"
10:00- Mews
10:30- Tonalet Mew
12:00- Tomorrow Sew

KFVS-12
6:30- Nen The Ti..
7:00- ChM. of Sons
7:31-Shields & Yana
11:00-Ms* "Map*
10:25-News
10:55- Movie "Meesead Photo Rids
12:55- News

-

TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2

WSIL-3

WSM-4

6:30-Nemo Deet Ton
7:00- Eiglit Is lemegh
11:00.--,Cher4e'e kopek
9:00-Snesky4 Match
.1040_ goorywoey0
10:Xi-Polk, Story
1:00-Pit Club
3:00-Nowswedi

3:30-C6c1
"P•t•
6:15-News
6:30-111165
7:"-3 N"
11 1116
0:00-Cbolil° Ana'
040-91°^°T"
a
cil
10:110-News
10:30-Poke Story
Wed. Mystery 111•VIII

7:WI-Grizzly Adams
OAS-Iheekshom
900-Pelee Won=
10:00-Sc..,it 10
TII:M- height Show
12:011-Tomorrow Show

_

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6:30-Crosswits
700-Gold's News
1:00-Movis "A Donk
le Cann"
10:311- News
11:00-Rooldos
12:00-Mews
1230-Movie "Mse
With The Golden
Arm"

-

KFYS-12

6:30- Near& Music
7:00-Grizzly Admits
1:00-Block Sinop
9:00- Polies Wane
10:00-News
10:30-Ton* Show
12:00- Toeuerrow Shen

6:30- Price Si PAM
7:00-Golds Now.
3:00-Movie "Death is
Casiims"
10:30-News
11:00-Movie "Newel
Fivo-O
1:00-News

WPS0-6

KrIS-1 2
4:30-livid of Aalwoht
7:00-Reheat
1:00-Newell Fivo-C1
9:00- Berm* keen
10:00-News
10:30-Movie
'1111
tintliTRI MIR"
12:30-N.,,
.,.

TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2
6:30-Anrhing GNI
7:00-Senor
7:30-Fish
$:00- Dann Miller
0:311- A.1.S. Nedsoo St.
9:00-Boa Venn
1040- Newsweek
.10:30-Slushy A Intdi
12:311-In Club
2:30- Nowsretch

WSIL-3
5:70- cactus Poe
6:15-New.
6:30-New.
7:00- Kann
7:NI-Fisk
3:00-Pussy Mailw
0:311-A01681840 St
5:00-lise Verne
10:00-News
11:30-Mshy
ar 1 160-4
Ism :.•,--

WSM-4
100-Chips
0:011-laws st 16
9:011-088,of 05
10:00-Sans at 10
111:311-SWOP Stow
12:00-T
Show

WTIIF-5
6:30-Gesso%
7:00-11181fsits
8:00-Nowa Five-0
9:0111-flares* loon
1046-News
10:3.-G1.81.4.
11:30
-Sows
12:00-Movie "Doubler

I

0:30- Marty Itoklais
7:00-Clips
100-Jams et 111
9:10- Class o65
f'
10:40-Nowt
10:30- Tosight Sew
12:00-Sinuirrour Sow

- TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2

WSIL-3

WSM-4

5:30-Cedes Pots
7:00-Geer&
6:30-/SteppesM,
6:15-New.
News
7:00- Doan A ario
- 7• -CPO Shartoy
6:30-News
11:00-lbeekford
11:00-:Weis: IRA
a;10_ woof
7:110-Deny & Maio
imin-Newirreell
10:30-Ewen Theatre: 5:NO-Miele' Owl le r 1040 Woo ot 10
Wm Plus* beak ' is,70 _soot sow
"Al Capon"
100 -New.
12:1111-4161•101: Stork
12:30-111 086
mo_ Dmissi • 10:311- Bereft
of ,
11:37-link"
1

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

-

KFVS-12

6:300
-•88vittt ,
6:30-Sim No No
6:30- Much Goon
7:00-Weed., Winn
7m_ Dowri
7:00-lids of 10,000
3:00-Male '111d-Uft "
e_cpo iii.,,,,,yMends
-To Dinh"
1:00- Rodrford
3:00-Movie 'Ili Lift'
10:10-New.
11:011-Onion
1040-News
10:30- Gemssooko
ISM-Now,
10:11-Movie M*A*S*N
1141-- "
14:00-TROMP Plow
92:4111- Nit
Moyle "Maker
--u--- 1200- Mid.* sped1-411
-Nous
.,..
••
• & 1.0h•r"
•
-4- el

P'RIDAY
March 3

A
MOM
Devotional_
%dely1
Almanac
,11CCCH •
NEW 11
MUrrey
Outdoors
America's PrOblems & Challenges
Sign-off .

-

revtlarai
Quest for
Adventuze
PTVOS

wailsII

Sportscope

5.

Sign-off

•

MdhdayFeb. 27

' - and 'theatre Department,
1. NEIV-3peecn
2. MSU Economist, Cue Thambis

Tuesday
Feb. 28

1. MU Political Scientist

Wectiesday
March 1

Maich 2

41, Book Beat: Maxine McCants
' 2. History in Perspective with Roy Hatton
3. Weekly Shopping Basket

A-

FbFeign language with WiUani Fletcher
IAWDe
-2. High School Sporta

Wid•iY
March

-

1- Margaret nevathan with Library 122itter. 2. Father Martin Mattingly of St. Leo's Catholic Church
3. High School Sports

Committee Approves Bill Regulating
Television Programming For Children
The measure was amended
programming.
FRANKFORT,- Ky.( AP)
._Berry„ said research in-, o allow a seller tope excluded._
. WI. to .forbid television
dicated that sendingleleviiion from legal -action involving a
broadcasts of sex, violence or
signals into Kentucky and
. defective product unless he
profanity that might be
selling advertisements in the had made some change in the
harmful to children has been
State - provides sufficient product which contributed to
-"approved by the Senate
contact to give the state the defe4ive.condition.
Judiciary-Statutes
ComAlso api0roved by the
jurisdiction.
mittee.
• However, he said whether committee was a measure to
The sponsor, Seri. John
the bill is in violation of prohibit anyone from wearing
Berry, D-New Castle, said
Interstate Commerce Com- a mask or hood with the intent
since the Federal Trade
mission regulations or some of disguising his identity. It
Commission has been barred
other laws would have to be exempts gas masks and
from regulating what is shown
masks worn for traditional
I •
I
• • OM II L. S
•
at the mercy of the networks,'
Also approved Wednesday holiday --celebrations,
Sen, Kelsey - Friend, D- • was another bill sponSored by theatrical purposes, and
Berry, which would prevent sporting events.
Pikeville, questioned whether
The sponsor, Sen. Georgia
manufacturers from limiting
Kentucky has the right to,
Powers, D-Louisville, said the
product warra'nties.
regulate
television

measure was introduced in
response to harrassment apd
criminal ads directed at black families in- Jefferson
County.
The measure also prohibits
cross-burnings in public
places. The legislation would
--

'permit crosses to be burned ou'.
private property only with the
permission of the owner, a

permit from the county
sheriff, and after notification
of the local fire department
Sen. Gus Sheehan, D.,
Covington, asked what was
wrong-with burning a cross as
a form of free expss1on,
even if it's offensive k some,
PeoPle•
"It would be more offensive
if.it were burned in your front
yard," Mri. Powers replied.
Also approved was *a bill to
require smoke detectors to be
installed in all newly conand dolphins.
structed residences in KenThursday, Mar. 2
tucky.
The
committee
7 p.m. Options "Red Tape: 'amended the bill to renr,
How One Person's Safeguard. the requiti:ement that smoke
Becomes Another's Pain" Red
detector signals be audible in
Tape is a paradox. It's every bedroom in a house.
,
everywhere, and no one likes
The committee approved a
measure which would make It
it, yet it is widespread and
enduring. This discussion tries a separate offense to use a
to solve this paradox. Prin- firearm when committing a
cipal guest is Herbert Kauf- felony, and a House-passed
man.
bill which would require all
8 p.m. National Town future Kentucky statutes to be
Meeting "Disarmament: written in the simplest
possible language.
Sincerety or Illusion"
A measure that would have
9 p.m. SPECIAL Gerald
Moore, The unashamed ac- permitted persons who had
companist. Witty observations lived together to be married
on the trials & joys of an un- by a- clergyman _without
de rv alued art-profusely benefit oT a license or

WKMS Highlights
Friday,- Feb. 24
7 p.m. Options Fred Calland
interviews Leroy Dorsey, a,
singer whose recital repertoire includes,many compositions of little known black
classical composers.
10 p.m. Nightflight Four
hours of album oriented rock
through
Tuesday
heart
Saturday.

r.

12 Midnight Options "An
AnComedy
American
thology" This broadcast is a
survey of American comedy.
Included are W. C. Fields,
Lord Buckley, Groucho Marx,
Lenny Bruce, Steve Martin,
Woody Allen, Carl Reiner and
many others.- Preempts
Cosmic Connections.
Saturday, Feb. 25
12 Noon Music Of The
Italian Masters Featured
by
composed
music
Geminiani, Pedrollo, WolfFerrari and Castiglioni.
Racer
5
p.m.
Lady
Basketball The Lady Racers
take on Austin Peay.
7 p.m. Racer Basketball
Join WXMS Sports Director
Keith Farrell for the play by
play descriptions as Miirray
State faces the Austin Peay
Governors in an OVC clash.
Racer Warm-Up at 7 with tipoff slated for 7:30.
Sunday, Feb. 26
3:30 p.m. Mountain Music
Jubilee "Bluegrass In The
Mountains" This highly
popular type of music, evolved
from several older forms of
at
mountain music, is feured
through recordings of Ralph
Stanley, recorded at the
Clinch Valley College Appalachian Festival in 1970, and
the New River Boys, recorded
on June Appal Records.
5 p.m. Voices In The Wind
Guests include Ed Love, Linda
Sexton and Kate Millet who is
a feminist and a sculptor.
Oscar Brand hosts.
8:30 p.m. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
The lineup consists of Jazz
Revisited at 8:30 followed by
_ Jazz Alive at 5:00. Also contemporary jazz at 10:30 on
Jan Horizons which includes
an artist feature at Midnight
called Jazz Unlimited.

,
Tdesday; Feb. 28
p.m. Options "An
7
American
Comedy • Anthology" See listing for Friday
at Midnight.
8 p.m. Chicago Symphony.
Orchestra Music by Mozart,
Rozsa and R. Strauss. Frank
Miller on cello, Victor Aitay on
violin with Erich Lein,sdorf
conducting.
Wednesday, Mar. 1
7 p.m. Options "Cetaceans:
Whales, Dolphins & Porpoises" Peter Hamlin of
KPBS-produced this one-hour
documentary about whales

KET Brings

illustrated at the piano.

bloodtest was defeated.

"Count Dracula I/
To Network
Per"Great
KET's
fomances" brings the most
famous of all vampires in a
special three-part presentation of the classic horror
story, "Count Dracula:"
beginning this weekend.'
The Gerald Savory adaptation of Bram Stoker's tale of
terror begins Wednesday,
March 1 at 9:00 p.m. (ET),
8:00 p.m. (CT) and again,
Sunday, March 5 at 3:00 p.m.
(ET), 2:00 P.M. (CT). Parts
two and three air the following
week in the same time

periods.
In the title role, Louis
Jourdan brings a new Count
Dracula into view as he lends
a great part of himself to the
character.
"I've tried to make Dracula
as attractive as possible," he
says as he paused between
senes at Newgate cemetery
outside London. "If the devil
ever meaterialized, I don't
think he would have a tail and
horns. He would probably
come in the giliSt -ora handsome man with a persuasive
tongue. After all, he is reputed
to be a fallen angel."
Jourdan, a matinee idol for
over twenty years, has starred
in such films as "Three Coins
Monday, Feb. 27
in the Fountainy'L"Gigi," and
7 p.m. Options In Education
Can Can."
The Foreign Language
The tale begins as a young
Debate." Nowadays with the
Harker
lawyer, JOnathan
back to basics movement in
(Bosco Hogan), bids (newel'
full swing, there are renewed
to his finacee, Mina Westenra
ffforts to bring Greek and
(Judi Bowker), and leaves for
Latin studies back into the
the mountains of .Tranclassroom. In this edition we'll
sylvania and the Castle of
look at the caritroversies
Dracula.
surrounding the Foreign
The first part of the
Language debate.
Performances"
"Great
10 p.m. Soulffight Join host dramatization introduces all
news and .the- elements which'make this
. William Sims for
music from the black world. such a profound tale of evil:
•

9

THURSDAY
March-. 2

FCCI1S-

ithq

— -- WS1-3
'
111S11:4-

06MINESDAT
March I

, A rnoloh
moon
- llev6tibul
- Devotional
'Truman
ladies liey
Dimension
FCCTS - '
'POCEIS
HMS 11
NEWS 11
in
Washington -- Panorama 39
Medicine Debates: "The
A Changing
Medical MalRraatice Dilemma" Society '
..ign-off
Siggl,off

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
6:00-Bieck Wiese
6:311- Me Baptist

-

5.

hosts
7N:Pte
in.telecast.
(ET)'6:3°P.m. CT)?

' -w11st-.2

JOML 11,

PRORROSCROVOIRE

.

1111111111111
1111.1 14101111
44430!!!!!!!!Iiiiiiffli:111:1

131

Is

1

Spacial On Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Large Selection of'Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's
The New

The New
BTO

Stanley Turrentine

New
Disco Boogie

New
Santa Esmeralda II

Album Reg. 7.98
15"Some 4.99

8 Track Reg. 7.95

The Largest SsOerhors al Tapes and Album,-

Th,s Area

TV Service Center
753-5885

Central Shopping Center

The Singing Rambo's
One of America)Favorite Gospel Groups
Will Be in Concert
In Murray, Kentucky

Saturday, March 4th
at 8:00 p.m,
at the West Ky. Exposition Center
'Advance sale Tickets -.Now On Sale at the West Ky. Exposidow
Center and PN. Hirsch in Olympic Pla241
All tickets 11 00 morsnight otimitng-

*
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3E 3031::P
wATK-iNs hint Products. . Contact
Holman Jones,217 South
13th;Tphona753-3128.

• Commissioner's Sale
The conarnoifivealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Citizens Bank and Trust Company Of Paducah
Plaintiff, versus James. Richard Walker, Jr.; Commonwealth of Kentucky, Dept. Of Revenue; Calloway
County Treasurer Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit'Court rendered at the January 13
Term thereof 1978, in the above cause, for the sum of
-Two Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy Eight and
25/100 (12,878.25) Dollars., Pius interest as shown in
Court Order until paid and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the
Murray Kentucky'to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 27th day of February 1978, at 1:00 o'clock
p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the
following described property, to-wit: Lot No.72 of Unit
No. 1 of Lakeway Shores, Inc. as shown by the plat
recorded in Plat Book No. 2, page No. 37, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. For source of
title see micro film in Book 155, Cabinet 1, Drawer 7,
Card 1389, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.'
For the purchase price, the purchaser mast execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the-day of sale, until -paid, and -having-the-fame
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

4

1

Legal Notice

Dance To
Country
Feeling
Saturday Feb.
1978

POST NO. 45
Near Paris Landing
State Park

BELTONE HEARING
Aid Sales. Free Service
on all Makes. Open 9-1_
'daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Kz.
5274463-T

,

WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS
MSC.
Newly decorated
532sq.ft. office space for rent.
Utilities furnished
plenty of
parking space. '
Phone 753-3341 or
753-3342

LOST IN CENTER Ridge
area, female GermanSheperd. Answers to
name of Smoky. Child's
pet. Call 436-5651.
FOUND WHITE bird dog
setter adult female.
Found in area 6 miles
out from .Wiswell Rd.
Call 753-3535 after 5 p.m.
6. Help Wanted
WORLD BOOK - Child
Sales
repCraft.
resentative wanted. Call
• -Mrs. Copas. 1-898-7877
after 5 p.m. L-13.

WHAT WE DO best is
rare. Needline. 753-6333.

FACTORY
BELTONE
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
D'S SHIRTS N' THINGS
in Aurora, 474-8890.
- Conipar,V. Poly-feld
vest, Aga SU Mons_ light
blue dress jeans, $9.95.
Other bargains. Lettering and decals.

LOST SMALL TABBY
• and white female cat.
Leather collar with bell.
Lost from 1800 block
• College Farm Rd. Call
753-4854.

-INCOME TAX prepared,
Jer.ry
Burkeesn
Bookkeeping and Tax
Service. Railroad Ave.
Murray. Call 753-4636,
. nights._ and _ritekend.s
call 753-3996.

-BELTONE_-FACTORY
fresh batteries. Walli T.
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
•
--.-.
Ca..--.
'
'

_ cOLOR .._PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any'
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft,118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our- rear entrance.

BIBLE FACTS - Don't
put off until tomorrow
what you should have
done yesterday! Start
serving God today!
Janes 4:14 says, "For
what is life! It is even a
vapour, that appeareth
for a little time,and theit
vanisheth away." For
Bible study, individual
or by phone call 753-0984.

5 Lost And Found

AMVETS

2 Notice

I AM NOT RESPON:
SIBLE for any debts
other thrtnIny own.
Charles 'Wyatt, 2-23-78.
Notice

2 Notice

2 Notice

1 Legal Notice

1 legal Noce

,

Would you like to rid*
our Claude Bus to Suncloy School and morning worship swipes
at

&MAW SOK Baptist giatde
for
driver
Bus
February is Bill Crick
489-2521.

HELP WANTED
BURGER QUEEN is
looking for someone-to
train as a swing shift
manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 ears old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food experience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
oily. Do not apply between hours of 11 a. m.2 p.m.

INSULATION
,No Shortage
BLOWN
FOAM
(for Walls)

_

Material and eqpipimmediately.
ment
availablt for dealers.

CIIENOWETH
INSULATION CO.
_Call Collect
642-8522
309 us. Au
Nee N.

0
PEANUTS

I HATE BEIN& A
r REFUSE TO
(50 THROU6H THE IZE5T.OF
Ait'r'r LIFE AS A.ZERO!

WHAT WOULD
TO BE, CHARLiE BROUJN„
A FIVE:70R HOW ABOUT
A TWENTY.SIX ? OR A
PAR 5EVEIV1-TWO 7

NOLN

I KNOW WHAT LtiOU
COULD BE,CAARLiE BROWN_
A SQUARE ROOT:

THiNK ‘400.D - CANT
,1/1.AKE A GREAT - 57ANC
,7
5QUARE ROOT
CHARLIE GROWN..
• t'D•

NANCY
AUNT FRITZ!,
IS THIS YOUR*
BALL OF WOOL
IN HERE ?
eta*

DO YOU
THINK
SHELL
'WEAR IT?

.
1

SHE'S
ALREADY
WEARING- IT

•JD

.t."
•

19,

SMALL ENGINE
..mechanic. "Permanent
position.. Fringe
'benefits. Paid vacation.
Apply in own handwriting, P.O. Box 32 A.
OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
real future for ambitious
people. Could ,be part
time. Call 759-1.170.
EXPERIENCED
body
man or car sander
wanted. Call 753-6038.
TEACHER

NEEDS

someone to care for a 3
year old in my home.
Call 753-8675 after 4 p.m.
WOMEN-need money,
but-want a position that
is
exciting
and
glamorous with hours of
your choice. "Call 7591867.

NELP WANTED
BURGER QUEEN needs
full and part time employees, male and
female,to work- day
and !fight shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. No phone calls.
Apply. ui person only.
Do not apply between
hours of 11 a. m.-2p.m.

CO,

• •. •
WOOD FOR SALE, will
- deliver. Call 437-4617.
THERMO-TILE
insulating ceiling tile.
Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.
Three patterns to choose
•
from. Economically
priced. Murray Lumber
Co. 753-3161.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,
$16.50 and up. Call 4374228.
LIKE NEW DARK brawn
naugahyde couch and
chair. Also antique
yellow solid wood 3 piece
- bedroom-suite. Call 489• 2715
THREE PIECE bedroom
suite, Simmons mattress and box springs.
$125. Also 2 piece living
room suite, 1 year old.
Call 753-7523.
HOME STEREO, booster
for stereo, 8 channel
police scanner. Call
after 3 p.m. 753-7413.
FOR SALE

55 Gallon
Drums
Thornton
Tile

8. Marble
612 Su. 9th
16 Home Furnishings
I

WORK AT HOME Stuff
& address envelopes. $50
to $250 weekly possible.
Free details, send self
stamped
• addressed
Allstate
efi'Velope;
Mailing, P.O. Box
8520 DW, Pembroke
Pines, FL 33024
INPERSONS
TERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income. Capable of
earning $500 to $800
extra per ponth. Call
for appointment lonly
753-3763.
*4
•

10 Business Opportunity
WANTED BABYS1TTER
in my home. Part time
weekdays. References
required. Call 767-2353.

1I1

-

ISA

15. Articles For Sale

JANITOR WANTED
nights 11-7. Complete
maintenance
floor
experience preferred.
Big
Apply
Johns,.
Murray.

19-78 J rnteo Fe,,, Syndoute

YES, I'M GOiNG
,
TO KNIT A
SWEATER FOR
YOUR DOG

6. Help Wantea

LOANS AVAILABLE for
existing business, new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 6vz per cent loans.
All projects considered.
1-502-885-1795
Call
between 3 and 11 p. m.,7
days a week:

14. Want To But
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.

suite French Provincial
white with gold trim„
Call 753-9985.

HEM111•111
HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
- -Columbia
MinervE
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,sports'weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern bookS-and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
11i'painted "latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery
and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per cent
• Senior Citizen discount.
Also professional
monogramming done by
Eva. Phone 753-3855.
19 Farm Equipment
1952 RED BELLY Ford
tractor. A-1 condition.
Gravity flow grain
wagon. Call 435-4467.

WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call 437-4617.

SLONDIE
sr

SWEETe-lEART••• I JUST
WANTED "10 CALA- ANC> TELL
'YOU HOW MUCH
LOVE YOU

HAVE A CALL FOR
BUNISTEAD
ON L,NE -02

LLL
'1OtORE THE MOST
WON ERFUL HUSBAND
IN THE WHOLE
WORLD,

r
I.

r

tr."•

11
!
.

•-•• 111",;•-•
-

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co,
across from Post Office,
Paris TN
23 Exterminating

FREE
Termite /
Inspection

\
THE PHANTOM
"'X!
I
I
'
I
BOYS, MOVE
TO THE BOAT.
THANKS FOR YOUR
HOSPITALITY, FOLKS.

MI.1414,61VE ME
THAT CAN

32

Radio

Apartments Fe, Rent

REPOSSESSED Color T.
V. 25" console take over
payment. $19.00 month.
Call 753-0595 WAC.

TWO BEDROOM furnished apartment near
University. $135 month.
Call 7534430 or 753-8208.

'WANTED SOMEONE to
take up small monthly
payment on console
stereo. •AM-FM stereo,
player-recorder.
tape
See at J and B MusicMagnavox, Murray, 753--

ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment near campus. Furnished. $85.00.
Call 753-4453.
34 Houses For Rent

12" BLACK AND WHITE
portable T. V. Motorola.
Like nelv. $50 Call* 7532833.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1971 12 x 65 1½ baths, 3
bedroom, -unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.
TWO TRAILERS and 4
acres of land. ball 4374484.
MOBILE HOME FOR
SALE, 10X 50, reconditioned. New natural
gas furnace. Parked at
Shady Oaks. Call 7.531516 between 4 and 8.
29 Mobile Home Rentals

MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Fox
and
Estates
Meadows, South 16th,
• 7534855.
12 X 60 MOBILE home, 2
bedroom, carpeted,
central heat, fully
furnished. May be seen
at Shady Oaks,9 a.m. to
4 p.m. No phone calls
please.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces.for
tent, at Riviera,Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE INTVAEST'ED
in a house in the country. Willing and able to
do some repairs. Local
references
available.
Call 5-10 p.m. 753-7946.
WANTED-,--air
cured
tobbacco base. Call 7530148.
32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT
FOR
RENT, 2 bedroom
furnished. Large living
room and kitchen.
Garage.$150 month.
Prefer college students.
Call 753-4707 after 4 p.m.

HOME ONE YEAR OLD,
completely furnished.
Three bedroom, 2 baths,
all electric. About IV
miles East of Murray,
near Ken Lake. Call 4742230.
•

TWO .BEDROOM furnished, all electric
home. /
1
2 block from
campus. References and
deposit required. No
pets. Prefer couples.
Call 753-9829 after 5 p.m.
36 For Rent Or Lease

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
Portent

753-4758
38. Pets • Supplies
AUSTRALIAN

Shepherd puppies for
sale Six weeks old. Call
492-8607 after 6 p.m.
DOBERMAN
PINSCHER, 13 weeks. Sell
cheap. Call after 3:30
7534949.
43 Real Estate
LOCATED • SIX miles
southeast of
New
• Concord, 18ft acres. This
property has many
potentials, from farming to development.
Good road aecess.
maintained by the
county. Call John
Neubauer or check with
our office John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St. 753-0101-or 7537531.
68 ACRES located eastof
Puryear,
Tn. ,on
blacktop road. This can
be bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing.
John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 - 7537531.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
153-0984
10% Increase
3-211-78
Roofed and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U-BU1LD, pre-cut completely ready
to assemble up to 24 x 60. Buy the but for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

Kelly's Termite
8 Pest Control

*House
Calls

OPEN WEEKDAYS
Mon.-Wed. 8-1
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS
Fri. & Sat. 1-2:30

*Hospital

Calls

Ione elsood sod *mewl ever ID
leb
lk me rip MT resstrart
I. familial

*Hair Cuts *Shaves

100 South 13th Si
Phone 753-3914-

Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

Roaches,Shyer Fist.
and Shrubs

AgtZ

209 Walnut Street.

!TFP

,J

BID INVITATION
MURRAY BOARD OF EDUCATION

WE PONT
NEEP
ALL THIS
GASOLINE.,
_

•

Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; nOutilities, insurancg,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTIM
with complete privacy and easy access.

Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights,

A KING'S RANSOM

should be paid for this "CASTLE" but you won't
have to be a king to afford it. This large and
roomy three bedroom home has "flOYAL"
quality throughott. Large den with woodbeamed ceilings and fireplace,3 baths,large eatin kitchen, an abundance of storage areas and
almost 2800 square feet total area. Priced well
below replacement cost at $55,000. Just listed
this week so don't delay - let us show you this
lovely home.

ATTENTION BUSINESSES

KOPPERUD
REALTYirg
711 Mein

B'

FOUR BEDROOM house
near University. $196
month. Call 753-0430 or
7534208.

12 X 65 -.three bedroom-,
$125.00 per month plus
deposit, and references.
Call 7534509 or 753-7357.

Cartifial Sy IPA
Areal Cesely 14•44-11•paire

Proposals will be received by the Murray Public
Schools Board of Education at the office of the
Board until 12:00 Noon C.S.T., Thursday, March
9, 1978 for mechanical cooling for Murray Public
Schools. Plans and specifications may be obtained at the Board Office. The Murray Board of
Education reserves the right to reject any or all
bids and to waive any informalities therein.

•

I

0.
1111

IL
.NiC.E Tb KNOW
YOu'RE LOVED-EvEN IF
IT IS A MISTAKE

OAK AND HICKORY
firewood - for sale.
Delivered or haul
yourself. Call after 6:30
p.m. 437-4731.

IV

22 Musical

15. Articles For Sale
ELECTRIC
HEATER,
4,000 watt four stack
Matthews,,$34.99. Wallin •
Hardware, Paris.

2t)
-

753-1222

George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Anderson 753-7932
Narry Pettersen 492-$302 BIN Roppervd 7534222
INN Rayborm 759-4900

a

3-

•
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31E
0

BY OWNER - A very

•

hedrooms, 11
/
2 baths,
large kitchen, attached
garage,floored attic, all
carpet, custom drapes,
central heat and air,
large
lot,
fenced
backyard, mid-30's
Meadow Green Acres.
Call 753-9732 or 762-6970.

Guy Spann Realty.
"Yeer Key People
In lest Estate"

753-7724
901 Sycamore

Money, Ky.

dO

6

a
South 12th at Sycamore

•
a

TELelt.HONE 753-11161

PICK
UP
THE
PHONE...and call us
about this charming 2
bedroom mobile home
with many extras. Built
in shelves for your
stereo, Murphy bed for
your
guest...exceptionally welP'kept...large lot for provacy.
Let us showyou this one.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS
753-1492.

1188 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-11 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley. wood .‘ gave
without jacket. Call 436-

--46 6

--

1977 RIVIERA, loaded
with extras. Call 7536057 or 7534831.

46

FOR
SALE-Ideal
wooded building site
consisting of 3.18 acres
and located in Graves
County 9 miles South•
.)
- west- of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy. 45
4)1,78
Feature
2
_21
Syndicate. Inc.
Purdem & Thurman
and Bell Road. This is a
Estate
Neal
Insurance&
choice piece of property
Southsici• Court Squore,
'THE YEAR OF THE HORSE
and
priced
very
awitecky
Murray,
reasonalbly at -$5500,
46 Homes For Sale
43 Real Estate
753-4451
and owner will finance.
THREE BEDR .• on
Phone
KOPPERUD
South 13th Street. With 1
REALTY, 753-1222 for HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
The Phone
acre of land, garage
more information.
to own a comfortable
Number In
behind house. Call 753quality home at a
8541.
COMMERCIAL I,OT for
reasonable price. Three
BRICK HOME FOR sale.
sale atcorner ,of 4th and
bedrooms, 2_trathsr
Tour iniles utest-iitFor AN Your 11v6 - Street's. Apbeautiful decor, large 2Murray. Call 759-1130.
proximately % acre lot
car-garage, and ConReal Estate Needs
priced very resonably.
venient, quiet location
Is
BEDROOM
TWO
Phone -753-1222 for more
are yours if your purin Stella.
house
FRAME
information from
chase this unequaled
753-9396.
Call
KOPPERUD REALTY.
housing opportunity.
Phone
KOPPERUD
FOR SALL-BY OWNER
LOOKING FOR that
REALTY 753-1222 for
house and 3.3 acres, -2
special lot to build on
prompt, efficient Real
miles from Murray.
Look
no
this spring?
Estate Service.
Modern 2 bedroom fully
further! Located in
carpeted with fireplace.
Canterbury
lovely
EVERYINBuilt-in applianceit:Lots
Estatei'we have an ideal
After Hours
CH. CHARMING and
of cabinets-and closets.
lot for a split level. Take
with 3 big bedrooms
759-1716
Patio
overlooking
a look at this lot located • there are many inches
private lake. Barn
at 1514 Oxford Drive
and feet in this Colonial. PRICED TO SELL-just
suitable' for horse or
then call Linda Drake,
Stately double drior
listed this older home . pony, plus outside
753-0492 or some by our
entry...and to the rear, a
located in Hazel. Home.
storage building and
office for
restful patio area. Quiet
is in good condition and
-shop.
All on beautifully
to
Be ready
furthedails.
country neighboshood.
has _ had, recent
landscaped
wooded
build this spring. John
minutes from Murray.
redecoratioh and adacres. Priced low 40's
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
Priced in the 30's
dition of insulation. Very
Call 753-9850.
505 Main St.. 753-0101 or
LORETTA . JOBS
economical utility bills
753-753L.
- REAL-TORS • 7534492.
APPROXIMATELY- 90
and excellent toy at
percent completed
$14,900. Phone KOP117 Poplar-Benloil
THREE BEDROOM
residential dwelling,
PERUD REALTY, 753quiet,
on
HOME
approximately 1300 sq.
1222 for courteous and
residential street close
ft.Outside Murray area.
competent Real Estate
to shopping areas. Only
Call 1-236-2302 or after 5
Service.
$25,000 Phone KOPREALTY
1-236-3590..
PERUD REALTY 75348 Automotive Service
5271468 753.9625
1222 for more inCO'ARIL
E eaoafa
Waldrop Realty
formation.
BARGAIN: CAR bat"In Business
teries, Willard brand, 2
Since 1956"
year guarantee, $20.99;
NELP WANTED "
153-5646
3 years guarantee,
Clinical Secretary: Duties include typing dictation,
$24.99; 4 year guaranmedical records, general office work. Salary comtee, $26.36; 5 year
REDUCED petative. Experience preferred.
guarantee, $30.99; 5
IMMEDIATE OCyear
guarantee,
Room
CUPANCY... 7
Ceetaet
Maintenance
free,
bedrooms, 2
Brick,
3
Mrs. Joyce Bert
$34.99. Wallin Hardlarge
big
den,
baths,
Murray Comprehensive Care Center
ware,Paris. _
kitchen & dinette,
702 West Main Street
49 Used Cars & Trucks
central heat & air.
Murray, Kentucky 421171
Excellent Location
1975 GMC pickup High
Phone;7634422
ONLY $34,900. Call or
Sierra; air conditioned.
come by 105 N. 12th,
power
Automatic,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
steering and brakes.
ESTATE, 753-8080.
17,000 actual miles.
$3975. Call 753-9920 or
753-3000.

GMC V.ION pickup.
Good condition. $800
Call 767-3308 or 753-0573
after 4:30.
1175 DODGE FOUR
wheel drive short wheel
base. Call days 753-.8533,
nights 7534132.
1971
FOR
SALE
gtavel
CHEVROLET
truck. 57,000 actual
Miles. In excellent
condition. Call 753-7975.

Murray

1976 MUSTANG, 27,000
tilligt 8
• cylinder. Like new.
Must All. Call 753-9906.
1974 VOLKSWAGON
super Beetle. New tuneup and battery. Red with
beige interior. $1875.
Call 7534103.

759-1707

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

QUALITY

1975 DODGE
VAN,
customized
V-8
Automatic $3500.Call
437-4688 belween 5 and 6
p.m.

(0;
a

-5
I
t

Ct.

a)
;47.
(#)
(ID
a)

>
c•
eb.4

1978 FORD COURIER;5
speed. One owner. Call
753-2329.
2
1972
Mercury,
door automatic, $995.
1969 Nova 4 door, 6
cylinder, automatic, one
owner, low mileage,
$695. Call 489-2595
1970 COUPE DE nLLE
• cadillac. Excellent
condition. Call 4924646.
1976 MONTE CARLO,
AM-FM,8 track, priced
to sell. Call 753-3414.
.1977 COBRA _LI, white.
with red stripes. Four
speed. Power steering,
brakes and air. Low
mileage. Call 753-9951.
1975 AUDI, 4 door, 23,000
miles. Automatic, air
power
condition,
steering and brakes,
AM-FM radio. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7320
after 6 p.m.
1972 OPAL,RALLY, 4
speed; good condition.
Call 753-9453.
50 Campers

1973 MERCURY Montego
Brougham. $1850. Call
7534158.
This new quality home is ready. 3 Bedroom, 11
/
2
baths. Dishwasher, lots of cabinets, large
closets, wall to wall carpet. Central air and heat.
Anderson .windows, concrete drive, beautiful
wooded lot.

Fulton Young Realty.
753-7333
Forest Shoulders 753-8071
Chester Thomas 753-8274

SHOPPERS SPECIAL

The Mem lasermsce mid
Reel Wats Agway km., bes
helped te solve year real
estate seeds far sir 25
years. if yes an a buyer to
seller mid we om be if service te yea, please sat
Wilds S miartes ef city, this
3 beakeem brick mid it...
home featerts a beamed
maim family mesa wills
fireplace, bedroom with
Whim, very sedans kitlime
with ceramic mate,' mime
run 3 acres with Mine bars.
See this me meal

753-3263 Anytime

1978 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham. Loaded,
List,
miles.
4,000
$8400.00 Call 7534764.
1977 FORD F150,4z 4,351
engine, power, AM-FM
radio, white sport
wheels, air, automatic,
lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,
tool box on side. Call 4892666.
1970 FORD VAN customized, 40,000
miles, automatic shift,
SHARP. Call 753-6328.
$2500.00.

L
1971 Travel
Trailers

III," Off

sse

off
1/76 Fep-ilps
Al used Campers
ce
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-146.

qv"

The only care for Cabin Fever
Is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcret Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available.

White's Camper Sales
04 i -4 oohs Imo 114m4y,
111. 7,1-04441

Si Serves Oliva
PIANO_TUNING-•I can
help you get the best
out of the years of
playing experience. Just
call me at 753-3682.

•
and white. Good condition. Or 1972 Pontiac
Grand Ville. Must sell
one. At a reasonable
price. Call 474-2230.

'CALI 0445

4

51 Services Offered

49 Used Cars & Trucks

a

710)

Fisher
Wood Stoves
at

Greet
Savings
Good insurance for
your family

D
AND
J
CONTRACTORS, building,
remodeling, repairs,
aluminum siding,
roofing. From the
smallest to the most
complete job. Call 437_4338.
"•
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 72
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut Street

WANTTODObatysitang
in my home during days.
Excellent care. Ages 2
and up. Call 759-1916.
WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing. All work
guaranteed. /08 Riviera
Ct. Call 759-1231.
.
_
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small: Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
•
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and Industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
CUSTOM Upholstery. .
Free estiniates.-cau-43
.
2786.
WILL HAUL" driveway
rock, lime, sand and
decorative rock. Also
grain hauling available:CaN Roger Hudson, 7534545 or 763-6763.
INSULATION BLOWN.in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
GUTTERING BY Sears,Sears Continuous gutters installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

EOM.
LTUIEN3ED

ELEV.

TRICIAN and gas installation
will • do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537202,
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
-FOR INSULATION
heeds. Call "'Jackson Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.

AUTO CLEAN-UP, interior and exterior.
$25.00. For appointment
call 753-1917 between 10
\is,m. and 1 p.m. ask -for
SEPTIC TANK PUM-- Terry.
PING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp INCOME TAX and
753-5936.
bookkeeping
flerViCe.
Graduate ettoanteff, BABYSITTING young
with tax experience.
children in my home
Call 527-8332 after 3:30
Monday-Friday 6:30
p.m.
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
daily or weekly. Exexterior. Also dry wall
perienced. Call 753-5672.
ffinishing. 10 years --experience. Call 436-2563,

Carrier

FOR YOUR telitic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-809 or
436-5348.

-4111AUTTIARVICK
Company Inc. Air condition salts and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

53 Feed And Seed
STRAW FOR SALE.
Minimum 10 bales. Call
753-1287.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
otEADINC BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

.0"

.

JONATHAN CREEK

Beautiful year around home. Extras include
• sauna,-swimming-pool and green house: This home has 3 bedrooms, living room, large kitchen, utility room and 2 full baths. Lot contains
2.5 acres with water access and TVA approval
for boat dock.

BEYER REAL ESTATE
And Building Co.

CHANGE
THAT
damaged carport to a
specious
addition.
Remodeling, repairs,
aluminum siding,
roofing, aluminum
awnings. Call 4374338.

2647 N.C. Mathis Drive
Pedecak, Ky.

442-9111
Or Cal Den leffety
at 198-2702

WET- BASEMENT7 We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route '2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

1976 WINE. Eldorado,30,000 miles, all the extras, extra sharp, new car trade-in.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

1973 Melds, rotary motor andair.,

MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPINGsealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.

1973 Cadillac Coupe-DeVille, extra nice, new car
trade in.
1974 Mercury Montego Brougham, 4 door, new
car trade in.
0

1971 Dodge 9 passenger Wagon.
1971 Dodge Charger,double power and air.
1971 Dodge Monaco 4 door power and air.

PURDOM

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895. -

- Pouliot C.adillec
.
540644,4 C Me4MMF. AM OM
MINA(MW

KIRBY - New. __rebuilt
starting at $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316

1406 West Main • 153-5315

Whirlpool WASHER
Model LFA 5300
snow 1141 • Super SURGILATOR* agitator
• 3 cycles: NORMAL,PERMT.
PRESS and SHORT
3 Cycle Automatic

Washer

SPARKLE!!! SPARKLE!!!

s228°°
Whirlpool Automatic

DRYER This

Regular 8239.95

Week Only $148°9801

Also Shop Complete ins Of Quasar Electronics And Name Brand Furniture

DUNN'S
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
Highway 641 N.

_

SUPER BUY •

You won't find a better buy anywhere than this3
bedroom home on ki acre in Kirksey. Has low
maintainance metal siding electric wall heat,air
conditioner, draperies, carpet and garage. As a
bonus the range and refrigerator are included.
Low-11)w reduced price of $17,000.

. Maybe the last word in the dictionary, but this is
the last word in home value...Immaculate 4
bedroom creation..,formal dining room,
1
2 baths, double
fireplace in family room, 2/
garage and many other extra's. Call 753-1492,
you'll be glad you did.

645 North 4th Street - Attractive and desirable
country-like place -in city. Aluminum-aiding 2
or 3 bedroom house, in peak condition. Electric
heat, wall to wall carpeting, draperies. Situated
on a 1 acre tree-studded lot. In the high 20's.

VIRBOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
'153701
0

Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
- 101 SyciisitereSireet rheas 753-7724

THE PROFtSSIONAL OFFICE

WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH

Warm Shropskke 733-8277 hods'the* 7S3-11$6
B. B. Nosh 753-2387
linripero Erwin 733-4IM
hose Needy 753-9036
Nemec Why 753-75111
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introduced By Sen. Richard Weisenburger

A Play Review

Resolution To Rescind ERA Vote

Everyone Should See '12th Night'

__

By PHILIP DEAVER
giye-and-take was well-timed Hayden created a robust sad
The comedy Twelfth Night and robustly delivered.
masculine Sebastian, and he,
premierediaidevening at the
Pat Vincent, lis Feste the too, seemed „able to deliver
University Theater, and the servant, enhanced the scene, difficult Shakesperean verse
medium-sized audience in and for that matter the whole with the ease of normal
attendance seemed to enjoy play, by evoking the classic conversation. Miss Kemper
themselves. Shakespeare is Elizabethan mood with his portrayed the female twin,
magic that way. There was a singing. This is no ordinary who provided the most
compulsory few minutes of voice,friends.
elaborate twist to the plot by
hesitation at the beginning,
And Karen Riter, who disguising herself as the male
while players got their rhythm created a very real character servant Cesario-.for the lion's
and the audience got ac- in the play "Picnic," brought share of the play. She and
customed to that strange their- familiar comedic --Sebastion are eonfusedfor one
Elizabethan poetry. Then the movement and expression to another by everyone on stage,
magic began to set in, and the scene as Mria, a slightly_ but especially by Olivia who is
everyone was drawn to far- unstrung maid to Oliva. The betrothed to one of them. That
away and long-ago Illyria.
late-night revelry , concludes confusion reached resolution
If you are unfamiliar with when the noise awakens when Cesario's hat was
the plot of Shaktspeare's Malvolio, played by Johnny removed, Miss Kemper's rich
comedy, it centers on twins, a Cannon, who descends the blond mane dropping to her
young.I•oy and girl, who were steps by candle-light to call an • shoulders. .
_
Separated by a shipwreck. It - end to the clatter.
-Other Strong performanceswas a stock plot in English and
Perhaps the strongest were delivered by Rusty
Italian literature upon which performance of the evening Hones as Orsino, and by
Shakespeare bestowed *as turned in by Anne Roderick Reed, playing
geatness by creating some of Thomas; as the countess Antonia, a stalwart and loyal
his most fascinating comedy Olivia. It is an important role friend of Sebastion.
characters.
because Olivia is the Queen
Everyone should go see this
Sir Toby Belch,for instance. Bee of the plot, stately and play. The tv on Friday and
Played by Randy Johnson, Sir central. Miss Thomas moved Saturday nights is nothing
Toby was a roustabout, a naturally around the stage compared to this. David
glutton, and, well, he tended to directing her servants and Davis's now almost routinely
drink some. Belch; and Sir tolerating the ineptness of Sir staggering work with the set,
Andre* Aguecheek, played by Toby and Sir Andrew.Of them and the Costumes, by Sue Hill
David Davis, were pivotal in all, the
of and friends, provided a visual
language
one ii-f-the—riklat-e.ffeetiVe• seemed --e01-4ne' festiVil
scenes last night.
.
most naturally to her.
professional detail. The
In the "kitchen scene,"
The twins were played by players,, working from one
Johnson and Davis had a bit of Barbara Kemper (Viola) and ‘another in very gobd balance
a party and their inebriated Ted Hayden (Sebastion). kept a fast pace and enjoyed
thernseNe-s. YOu wril too.

CrQaSSWOrd Puzzler

Answer to Thursday'. Piitile

56 Beverage
57 Inlet
58 Girl's
name
59 Deposit

ACROSS

digla 1111

TO SPEAK HERE — John W.
Fish, associate director of
the Kentucky Petroleum
Counal, will speak to the
Murray Lions aub,WO p.m.,
Tuesday, February 28 at the
Women's Club. His topic is
"Can America Afford the
Carter Energy Plan?"

Stock Market

was passed and sent to the Senate. It
would place in the statutes the accepted
principle that opinions of the Attorney
General are advisory only. It was
amended to not apply to the Open
Records Law.
Back in the Senate, a bill was passed
to increase the mileage allowances and
,fees for county sheriffs after a compromise on the amount of the increase.
And Kentucky would have 114 district
court judges after an,additional judge
was approved by the Senate for the 27th
District of Knox and Laurel counties.
The bill now goes to the House.
In committee action Thursday, the
House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee reported out favorably a bill
to allow the distribution of free textbnokA to students in private schools.
The measure,spOntored by Rep:Carl
Nett, D-Louisville, a firmer Catholic
-school principal, would appropriate $1.4
million over the next two fiscal years

And Sen. .Don -Johnson,. D-Ft.
Thomas, -Who had indicated he would
back such a move, was absent Thursday.
+4.07
Industrial Avg
Weisenberger said he has only begun
-'
to _fight and v111_ 'be bad again next
Bk +/
3
4
Mreo
/
4
35 4-3
Air Products
week.
4% unc
American Mann
"But I assure you the battle has just
27/
3
4 +3.
Ashland Oil
50/
3
4 +3
/
4
A. T.& T.
started," - Weisenberger said. "And
OW +3
/
4
Ford Motor Co
we'll win the war."
35/
3
4 +%
Gen, Dynamics
35/
3
4 +/
3
4
General Motors
Meanwhile, the House Elections and
3
4
33 +/
General Tire
Constitutional Amendments Committee
19/
3
4 +3
/
4
Goodrich
)4/
3
4 +/
3
4 reported favorably a bill that would
Gulf Oil
39134+134
IBM
automatically rescind Kentucky's 1972
pennwait
34/
3
4UDC
+vs ERA ratification if an- 'attempt- is
Former Baltimore Orioles baseball
• • .....
+it
TIPPEI
star Brooks Robinson;often described
. 1534'sic. successful in Congress to extend the
WesternUnion
3
4
12/
3
4 +/
Zenith Radio
as the best fielding third baseman in the
March 24, 1979 deadline for ratifying
_
history of baseball; will be the speaker
the
Constitutional
amendment.
Mats of stock of local Interest at noon
for an Insight Lecture program at
EDT, today; furnished to the Lodger &
Rep. Carl Hines, D-Louisville, who
Ilmea by First of_Michigan,Ceep.,-.4 voted
Murray State-University Wednesdayagainst the measure, said he
Mirray,are as follows:
evening, March 1..
doubted Congress would recognize any
APIrteve
Heubleln
Scheduled to begin at 8p. m. in tbe
attempt to rescind a state's prior ap3
4
46/
3
4 +/
McDonald'Corp
Student Center auditorium, the lecture
proval of the amendment,
+%
43%
Kimberly ctark
is sponsored by the Student' GovernThe Senate passed two bills aimed at
/
4
33% +3
Union Carbide
34 unc
W.R.Grace
controlling iolid waste in Kentucky. ment Association. Robinson will
+4
25
/
3
4
TeseCO
discuss the values of professional
They would establish a comprehensive
4434 +44
General Elec.
11/
3
4 +If
solid waste management-Program and 1.4rorts and the rising_ salaries of
Kaj_ Spencer, scisiet.nnt to ligedeee
3
4
34/
3
4 +/
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Committee,said Murray State students
The House passed several minor bills
position effective March 10, Wendys
with identification cards will be adin a lengthy session, but defeated a bill
1978.
mitted
at no charge. Admission to the
it
had
just
agreed
to
reconsider.
Spencer, who said today he
general public is $1 per person.
The measure, which would have
is "very appreciative of the
Robinson, who retired at the end of
support he has received and Federal State Market News Service made second and subiequent - conhas,enjoyed working with .tbe- February inrchase Area Bog Martel - victions for carrying a ,concealed the 1977 baseball spasm, won the
Golden Glove award as the top
deadly weapon a felony instead of a
university staff," has ac- Report Includes11 BQIng Stations
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Mt 717 FSIB Barrows & misdemeanor, had been tabled Wedcepted employment in the Giltesi.i
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sponsor,
Rep.
amendment's
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Prices oi stadia el local interest
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*4 Bear the

Cross Alone."
Surkiay School will be at 9:45
a.m. and\the Administrative
Board of the-church will meet
immediately 'following the
morning worshipswvice.
No evening service, will be
held on Sunday.

Steakilina
North 12 - ban llama() Midnight

Daily Speci▪als
Monday - Fresh Chicken

"Mommy,
why can't
we see
God?"

Dinner - $1.75
Ground Round
Dinner - $1.65

Tuesday - Ribeye Dinner
Served With Potato
S Garlic Bread

$199

Wednesday - Flounder
99
With Potato It Garlic Bread
975
Lasagna With Garlic Bread
Thursday - Ground Round
With Potato and Bread
-

$1"

Friday - Saturday - Sunday
nikeve Served With Salad .44
5 Choice

Your Individual
Horoscope

• Potato fk Brood

Sunday
Ribeye Dinner - $11.
si 76
Fresh Chicken Dinner -

.••

Both With Potato 4 Bread*
.
e
•

FEBRUARY 25, 1978
Stellar influences indicate a
wider sccik of interests,
peed* greater activity: But
take precautions not to overstep
wise limits.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)..-b."24-4
Demonstrate your talents in
the areas where they will do the
most good, and don't become
unnerved by stubborn opposition. Originality of apTAURUS
proach will net you big ad.V?
( Apr. 21 to May 21)8
Vantagest
Venus now puts the 'accent on
PISCES
romance. You should hear
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
directly or indirectly some
Study the results of previous
highly interesting news about
actions. If everything did not
an old flame.
turn out as planned, profit by
GEMINI
the experience.
P
( May 22 to June 21) n'll4
A day in which to keep your
YOU BORN TODAY are, like
own counsel. Otherwise, it
lnost Pisceans, extremely
would be only too easy to inIdealistic, intuitive and en'volve yourself in fruitless
dowed with outstanding artistry
diSsussions or other cornthis, of
munitations which, get you
upAlito your Incourse
and cr
, eir
nowhere.
nate standards and profiting by
CANCER
your star-given assets. The
(Jim 22 to July 23)
under-developed Piscean, on
Some surprisihg events inthe other hand, can be given to
dicated — perhaps a*L mpletely
self-indulgence, excesses and a
unexpected visit froman old
complete indifference to the
friend or relative from atak.
many talents which QOULD
LEO
brbig him great success and
(July
happiness. Your life's ambition,
Aug. 23)
24 t°trip
A short
may bring some =
arre,should be, not only to
unusual results — even,
havemaster
possibly, a complete' change in
thowNajen
°ur
tsse:which
hibut
your present set-up.
given td'9,
0u.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. M) WP‘JIL
Even though your day may be
crowded, don't overlook details
through haste,Seemingly minor
factors could be most important
to the overall picture of a
successful day.
LIBRA •
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) All'
Leave the status quo in an
The Ministry to Retarded
phases of your life unless you
Persons group will meet
are forced to make changes
Monday, Feb. 27, at 7:00 p.m.
because of unexpected cirthe First Christian Church
at
cumstances. And even then, act
pursue plans and review
to
reservedly.'
developments in efforts to
SCORPIO
expand church programs for
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'e4P
Good planetary influences. A
retarded citizens. • •
novel twist, a new approach to a
Plans are underway to
nonmoving project should spark
explore special Sunday School
fresh interest, relieve the
programs for persons with
monotony of _details. Winnings
special needs, and a parents
for good efforts!
support group is also
SAGITTARIUS
, _ being
eta;
-organized.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 24 Nkt/ Don't overplay your hand, but
The Monday evening
stay in there pitching with the
meeting is open to anyone who
best orTHEM. Th right balance
has an interest in the matter.
and careful deciajons can mean ,Fot mote
information contact
top results soon.
Merton
Fred
(70-3531) or
CAPRICORN
Xit
John Dale (752=3714).
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) /1

At Sunday School,
children can learn to.
With the Bible to help,
they can discover God
as Truth that makes
them truthful as Spirit
that gives them life and
joy....as the Love that
sent Christ Jesus, and
guides and cares for
them.

Seeing God spiritually.
they know He is never
out of reach.
In our classes, any
young person under 20
is welcome,
.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SUNDAY SCHOOL
for Stwasits Bp
UN yes.
MN co,
1040 knew An.

Mem,

1.

Ministry, Retarded
Persons Group To
Hold Meet Monday

a
• or
,

7)?

consistent and productive-hitter with a
lifetime batting average of .293. His 266
career home runs are the most ever hit
by an American League third baseman.
His best year was 1964 when he led
the league with 118 runs batted in and
Jilt a career-high 28 home runs to earn .
Most Valuable Player honors in the
American League.
Robinson,- who played in 18 consecutive All-Star games from 1960
through 1974, got 2,841 hits during his
career,a major league record for third_
baseman, and played in more games
than anyone in the history of the
American League except Ty Cobb.
Not only was„he known for his outstanding performance oil the field, he
earned the respect of players and fans
alike. He served as the -player
representative of, both the American
League and the Orioles and in 1976 was
voted by the fans as the most
memorable person in Baltimore Orioles
history. 4-The Insight Lecture series at Murray
State is. designed to provide students;
faculty, and the general public a
learning experience in world_ affairs,
domestic issues, the entertainment
field, and human interest events, according to Lutz.

Save - Buy Reliable Used Cars
BEST DEALS EVER
All Local Trade-Ins
'77 Continental Mark V,loaded, only 13,000 miles.
'76 Continental Mark IV, Cartier Edition, only 23,000 miles.
'75 Continental Mark IV, like new,29,000 miles.
'75 Continental Town Coupe, loaded
'77 Mercury Marquis Brougham,4 door, 12,000 miles.

4.Yma'

.15 Cougar XR7, only 38,000 miles.
'77 Dotson 210 Coupe, like new 29,000 miles.
'76 Datsun 210 Coupe, like new,24,000 miles.
'75 Datsun 210 Coupe, like new,44,000 miles.

igr

Starting Monday Feb. 27

Served with
Choice of
Potato 8
Garlic Bread

for the program.
Gov. Julian Carroll has provided
funds in his biennial budget to eliminate
fees and provide free textbooks for All
public school students.
Nett said it is becoming increasingly
difficult for private schools to operate
because of inflation,
. .arguing it would
save taxpayers in the long run by
helping keep Such schools afloat and not
suddenly flooding. the public schools
with additiOnal students.
The committee also approved a bill to
give taxicabs a refund of seven of the
nine cents paid on the state gasoline
tax.
An increase in the state minimum
wage moved a step closer to approval
as it made its way from a Senate committeeYhursday.
•
,
The bill, already passed by the
House,.wouldraise the minimum wage
to $2 on July 1 and to $2.15 on July I,
1979.

Former Oriole Robinson
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P
E
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WM
4 Lethargy
name
MOM
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5 Dancing
16 Mountains
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maneuver
of Europe
,capital
42 Symbol for
-17 Memoranda .- 6 Wingiike
tantalum
24 Observant
-7 A slate
18 Steam
45 Century
c_pre
(abbe)
. -20.Note ot _
25 Falsehoods
plant
8 Teutonic
scale.
26 Gr-owing
46 Decays
deity
21 Spatitsh
47 Conjunction
Out of
9 Time gone
labbr
27 Strjp of
48 French for
by
23 Old
leather
10 Obtained
"yes
French
29 Wooden
11 Poem
49 Anglocoin
pais
1
P
Salmi"
ertaiell g
24 Passageways
31 Posed for
to the
money
28 Once
Portrait
50 A month
nose
around
labbr
19 Coniunct!on 33 Move
track
about
52 Tiny
20 Evergreen
30 Reticence
furtively
53 Dine
tree
32 War god
37 Goal
55 Spanish
21 Toil
34 Make lace\
38
for yes
Colonize
European
35 Shakespearior 22
king
4 5 6 al
9 10 11
a2 3
36 Small,
decorative' 12Umi
14
13
designs
'What Crucified Christ?"
17
39 Music as
16
5..
written
II be the subject of the
20
1 s will
40 Ancient
sermon by the Rev. Dr.
Hebrew
W
Frances Drake
24
25
21 22
23
1
P. Mullins, Jr., at the
ascetic
41 Openwork
:45
a.m.
SATURDAY,
worship
FOR
service on
30
28
29
fabric
SL day, Feb. 26, at the South
What
kind
of
day will
43 Epistle
34 1111
6111.
33
32
Pl easant Grove United tomorrow be? To find eut what
(abbr
*SP-Stiff
ethodist Church. - His the Stars say, read The forecast
aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
notice
given for your birth Sign.
43Uscripture will be from Luke
I
III
.
10
45 Essence
ARIES "
'RI
• 1-31.
47 Cosy
lail
45
14
corner
The church choir, directed !Mar. 21 to Apr, 20) 11 sure that
If planning a trip, be
50 Landed
a49 49
Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., with you don't go overboard finan51 Be in debt
WEN
bj
54 III
56 illa '''rs. Otto Erwin as organist • cially. Get all schedules, costs,
55
54 PoSsessive
d Tommy Gaines as pianist, etc. in 'writing. Better plan en
pronoun
III
57
59
58
55 Spindle
sing the anthem, "Mug, some "extras," too.

MEM
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FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-Fur want
of a nail the shoe was lost. For Want of a •
shoe the horse was lost. For want of a
horse the kingdom was lost.
.Sen. Richard Weinsenberger, DMayfield, inows well what that saying
means after he failed to remove his
resolution to rescind Kentucky's
'ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment from a 'stubborn committee that has tied it up for weeks.
Weinsenberger -fell one vote short
Thursday when he moved to take the
resolution from, the Elections and
Constitutional Amendments Committee
and bring it to a floor vote. The Senate
voted 19-17 to bring the resolution from
committee, but it takes a constitutional
majority of 20 cotes for such an action.

'74 Dotson 510 Station Wagon,like new,47,000 miles.
'71 Datum 510 2 door, high mileage, but good.
'75 Chevrolet 4/4 ton pickup,4 wheel drive.
'75 Ford Pickup V8 automatic, power steering.
'73 GMC Pickup, fully equipped.
'72 Chevrolet Pickup, like new.
61 Other used cars and pick-up trucks to choose from
BUY NOW AND SAVE
COLD WEATHER DEALS - HOT PRICES
Soo Bob Baker, Tom Moors or Aubrey Matcher

-

MERCURY
LI NCOLN

HATCHER
AUTO SALES
515 So. 12th-Murray, Ky. — 753-4961

ft

